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ABSTRACT
We present scaling relations between the integrated Sunyaev-Zel’dovich Effect (SZE) signal, YSZ, its
X-ray analogue, YX≡MgasTX, and total mass, Mtot, for the 45 galaxy clusters in the Bolocam X-ray-SZ
(BOXSZ) sample. All parameters are integrated within r2500. Y2500 values are measured using SZE
data collected with Bolocam, operating at 140 GHz at the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory (CSO).
The temperature, TX, and mass, Mgas,2500, of the intracluster medium are determined using X-ray
data collected with Chandra, and Mtot is derived from Mgas assuming a constant gas mass fraction.
Our analysis accounts for several potential sources of bias, including: selection effects, contamination
from radio point sources, and the loss of SZE signal due to noise filtering and beam-smoothing effects.
We measure the Y2500–YX scaling to have a power-law index of 0.84± 0.07, and a fractional intrinsic
scatter in Y2500 of (21 ± 7)% at fixed YX, both of which are consistent with previous analyses. We
also measure the scaling between Y2500 and M2500, finding a power-law index of 1.06 ± 0.12 and a
fractional intrinsic scatter in Y2500 at fixed mass of (25 ± 9)%. While recent SZE scaling relations
using X-ray mass proxies have found power-law indices consistent with the self-similar prediction of
5/3, our measurement stands apart by differing from the self-similar prediction by approximately 5σ.
Given the good agreement between the measured Y2500–YX scalings, much of this discrepancy appears
to be caused by differences in the calibration of the X-ray mass proxies adopted for each particular
analysis.
Keywords: galaxies: clusters: general — galaxies: clusters: intracluster medium
1. INTRODUCTION
The mass distribution in the universe is an essential
prediction for any cosmological model and must be ob-
servationally tested. Galaxy clusters offer a window to
study this mass distribution because, with masses rang-
ing from approximately 1013 to 1015M, they are the
largest gravitationally bound objects in the universe.
Furthermore, galaxy clusters are natural probes of dark
energy as their growth progressively slows and eventu-
ally freezes out in the presence of accelerated cosmic ex-
pansion (Voit 2005; Vikhlinin et al. 2009b; Mantz et al.
2010b; Allen et al. 2011; Benson et al. 2013; Planck Col-
laboration 2013a).
The deep gravitational potential wells of galaxy clus-
ters accrete large amounts of baryonic matter that is
compressively heated to 107–108 Kelvin, forming a highly
ionized intracluster medium (ICM, Sarazin 1988). This
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ICM produces the two observables used in this analysis:
X-ray emission (primarily from thermal bremsstrahlung)
and the distortion of the cosmic microwave background
radiation (CMB) via Compton scattering off of the ICM,
known as the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (SZE, Sunyaev
& Zeldovich 1972). Simulations indicate that simple
self-similar scaling relations assuming hydrostatic equi-
librium (HSE) provide a reasonably good, but not per-
fect, description linking the physical properties of galaxy
clusters with observables. (Bertschinger 1985; Kaiser
1986; Kravtsov & Borgani 2012; Angulo et al. 2012). Ob-
servationally, deviations from self-similarity have been
identified in the scaling between X-ray luminosity, tem-
perature, and cluster mass (e.g., Edge & Stewart 1991;
Henry & Arnaud 1991; White et al. 1997a; Reiprich &
Bo¨hringer 2002; Arnaud et al. 2005; Stanek et al. 2006;
Maughan et al. 2006). These deviations might arise from
a variety of factors, such as cluster morphology, depar-
tures from HSE, and physical processes that include but
are not limited to: radiative cooling and star formation
(CSF) and active galactic nucleus (AGN) feedback. How
these features affect the measured scaling relations has
been investigated in simulations (Nagai 2006; Nagai et al.
2007b,a; Fabjan et al. 2011; Battaglia et al. 2013; Sem-
bolini et al. 2013).
While X-ray observations have long been used to con-
strain the thermal properties of the ICM, SZE measure-
ments have now emerged as an additional observational
tool for studying the ICM. Because the SZE produces a
fractional shift in the energy of CMB photons, it does
not dim with redshift and is therefore a promising probe
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2to study cosmology in the epoch where, according to the
standard cosmological model, dark energy begins to af-
fect cosmic expansion (Carlstrom et al. 2002). Several as-
tronomical surveys have recently produced SZE-selected
cluster catalogs (Vanderlinde et al. 2010; Marriage et al.
2011; Reichardt et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration 2011a,
2013b) and have used these to constrain cosmological pa-
rameters with a precision comparable to those from X-
ray cluster surveys (e.g., Benson et al. 2013; Reichardt
et al. 2012; Hasselfield et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration
2013a).
Significant systematic uncertainty remains as to the
exact mass scaling of the SZE signal, which limits the im-
pact of cosmological studies using SZE-selected clusters.
Large efforts have been directed at both simulation (Se-
hgal et al. 2010; Vanderlinde et al. 2010; Sembolini et al.
2013) and observational programs (Andersson et al. 2011;
Benson et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration 2013a) to rem-
edy this situation, but an approximate 10–20% calibra-
tion uncertainty still limits recent cosmological results.
For example, Benson et al. (2013) anticipate the need for
an absolute mass-observable scaling uncertainty of less
than 5% (with less than a 6% uncertainty in the redshift
evolution of this scaling) in order to obtain measurement-
noise-limited rather than calibration-limited constraints
on the dark energy equation of state for the South Pole
Telescope (SPT) 2500 deg2 cluster cosmology analysis.
In addition to large SZE surveys, smaller field-of-view
SZE instruments have observed large samples of previ-
ously known clusters. These instruments thereby pro-
vide additional data outside of the survey areas of the
dedicated survey instruments (notably in the North-
ern Hemisphere), in part to further improve the SZE-
observable/mass calibration. Some examples of SZE
results derived from such instruments are: the Ata-
cama Pathfinder Experiment-SZ (APEX-SZ) (Nord et al.
2009), the Arcminute Microkelvin Imager (AMI) (AMI
Consortium et al. 2012), the SZ Array (SZA) (Reese et al.
2012), the Array for Microwave Background Anisotropy
(AMiBA) (Huang et al. 2010), and Bolocam (Sayers
et al. 2011). There have also been a handful of SZE-
observable/mass scaling relations derived from pointed
observations of previously known clusters (e.g., Bona-
mente et al. 2008; Marrone et al. 2009, 2012; Plagge et al.
2010; Bender et al. 2014). In addition, some groups have
combined resolved SZE data with optical and/or X-ray
data sets to obtain joint-observable total cluster mass es-
timates for single clusters (e.g., Nord et al. 2009; Basu
et al. 2010; Morandi et al. 2012; Sereno et al. 2013), and
such measurements are likely to become more common
given the rapidly improving quality of SZE data.
In the present analysis, we compare the integrated
SZE signal measured with Bolocam to Chandra X-ray-
determined cluster masses. The methodology for mea-
suring cluster mass from X-ray observations has been an
increasingly active area of research since Chandra and
XMM-Newton launched in 1999. X-ray analyses offer
abundant, low-scatter mass proxies, thereby providing an
ideal tool to estimate the masses of the BOXSZ sample.
X-ray-derived masses have already been used in several
large cosmological analyses, for example, by Vikhlinin
et al. (2009a, hereafter V09) and Mantz et al. (2010a,
hereafter M10).
This manuscript is arranged as follows. Section 2 in-
troduces the BOXSZ cluster sample. In Section 3, we
give a brief overview of the X-ray data reduction and
the adopted methodology for mass estimation. Section 4
reviews the relevant physics of the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich
effect as it pertains to this work and gives a more exten-
sive overview of the SZE data reduction and noise char-
acterization. In Section 5, we introduce our formalism
for fitting scaling relations and give an overview of the
simulation-derived biases in the determined parameters
due to selection effects. Finally, in Section 6, we present
the results of the BOXSZ scaling relations, which are
compared with those of other groups, and explore key
differences in our analysis that might explain the dis-
crepencies between the results of different groups.
Several appendices provide more detail on our methods
and results. Appendices A, B, C, and D explain tech-
nical aspects of our analysis. In Appendix E, we give
a detailed comparison between our mass proxy and the
mass proxies used in similar SZE scaling relation studies,
and we describe how an alternative parameterization of
our mass proxy would affect our results. The maps for
all of the clusters in our sample are given at the end of
the manuscript in Appendix F.
For this analysis, we adhere to the convention of mea-
suring cluster properties within a radius, r∆, within
which the mean cluster density is ∆ times the criti-
cal density of the universe at the redshift of the clus-
ter, ρc(z). We assume a ΛCDM cosmology, H0 =
70 km s−1Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7. The red-
shift evolution of the Hubble parameter with respect to
its present value is taken to be H(z) = H0E(z) with
E(z) =
√
ΩM(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ.
2. THE BOLOCAM X-RAY SZ (BOXSZ) SAMPLE
The Bolocam X-Ray SZ (BOXSZ) sample is a compi-
lation of 45 clusters with existing Chandra data observed
with Bolocam at 140 GHz (Sayers et al. 2013a). Bolocam
is a 144-element bolometric camera with a 58′′ full-width
at half maximum (FWHM) point-spread function (PSF)
at the SZE-emission-weighted band center of 140 GHz
(Glenn et al. 1998; Haig et al. 2004). The Bolocam data
were collected over five years (from Fall 2006 to Spring
2012) in 14 different observing runs at the Caltech Sub-
millimeter Observatory. Table 1 includes the relevant
observational information for these clusters.
Bolocam’s field-of-view is well-matched to observe in-
termediate redshift clusters, and therefore many of the
clusters in the BOXSZ sample were selected based on
having a redshift between 0.3 and 0.6. The BOXSZ sam-
ple spans from z = 0.15 to z = 0.9, with a median red-
shift of 〈z〉 = 0.42. This redshift distribution is simi-
lar to the initial ground-based SZE-selected catalogs of
both the SPT, 〈z〉 = 0.57 (Song et al. 2012), and the
Atacama Cosmology Telescope, 〈z〉 = 0.44 (Menanteau
et al. 2010). In contrast, the early Planck SZE cata-
log has a median redshift of 〈z〉 = 0.15 (Planck Col-
laboration 2011a), and the 2013 Planck SZE catalog
has a median redshift of 〈z〉 = 0.22 (Planck Collab-
oration 2013b). In addition to redshift, many of the
clusters in the BOXSZ sample were selected based on
their higher-than-average X-ray spectroscopic tempera-
tures, TX, given the expected correlation between TX and
SZE brightness. Finally, a few clusters were chosen solely
3Table 1
Observational Information for the BOXSZ cluster sample.
Name RA DEC SZE S/N SZE RMS SZE tint CLASH WtG
(J2000) (J2000) (µKCMB-arcmin) (hours)
Abell 2204 16:32:47.2 +05:34:33 22.3 18.5 12.7 · · · X
Abell 383 02:48:03.3 -03:31:46 9.6 18.9 24.3 X X
Abell 209 01:31:53.1 -13:36:48 13.9 22.3 17.8 X X
Abell 963 10:17:03.6 +39:02:52 8.3 35.7 11.0 · · · X
Abell 1423 11:57:17.4 +33:36:40 5.8 31.7 11.5 X · · ·
Abell 2261 17:22:27.0 +32:07:58 10.2 15.9 17.5 X X
Abell 2219 16:40:20.3 +46:42:30 11.1 39.6 6.3 · · · X
Abell 267 01:52:42.2 +01:00:30 9.6 23.0 20.7 · · · · · ·
RX J2129.6+0005 21:29:39.7 +00:05:18 8.0 23.7 16.0 X X
Abell 1835 14:01:01.9 +02:52:40 15.7 16.2 14.0 · · · X
Abell 697 08:42:57.6 +36:21:57 22.6 17.4 14.3 · · · · · ·
Abell 611 08:00:56.8 +36:03:26 10.8 25.0 18.7 X X
MS 2137 21:40:15.1 -23:39:40 6.5 27.3 12.8 X X
Abell S1063 22:48:44.8 -44:31:45 10.2 48.6 5.5 X · · ·
MACS J1931.8-2634 19:31:49.6 -26:34:34 10.1 28.7 7.5 X · · ·
MACS J1115.8+0129 11:15:51.9 +01:29:55 10.9 22.8 15.7 X X
MACS J1532.8+3021 15:32:53.8 +30:20:59 8.0 22.3 14.8 X X
Abell 370 02:39:53.2 -01:34:38 12.8 28.9 11.8 · · · X
MACS J1720.2+3536 17:20:16.7 +35:36:23 10.6 23.5 16.8 X X
ZWCL 0024+17 00:26:35.8 +17:09:41 3.3 26.6 8.3 · · · · · ·
MACS J2211.7-0349 22:11:45.9 -03:49:42 14.7 38.6 6.5 · · · X
MACS J0429.6-0253 04:29:36.0 -02:53:06 8.9 24.1 17.0 X X
MACS J0416.1-2403 04:16:08.8 -24:04:14 8.5 29.3 7.8 X · · ·
MACS J0451.9+0006 04:51:54.7 +00:06:19 8.1 22.7 14.2 · · · X
MACS J1206.2-0847 12:06:12.3 -08:48:06 21.7 24.9 11.3 X X
MACS J0417.5-1154 04:17:34.3 -11:54:27 22.7 22.7 9.8 · · · X
MACS J0329.6-0211 03:29:41.5 -02:11:46 12.1 22.5 10.3 X X
MACS J1347.5-1144 13:47:30.8 -11:45:09 36.6 19.7 15.5 X X
MACS J1311.0-0310 13:11:01.7 -03:10:40 9.6 22.5 14.2 X · · ·
MACS J2214.9-1359 22:14:57.3 -14:00:11 12.6 27.3 7.2 · · · X
MACS J0257.1-2325 02:57:09.1 -23:26:04 10.1 39.0 5.0 · · · X
MACS J0911.2+1746 09:11:10.9 +17:46:31 4.8 33.5 6.2 · · · X
MACS J0454.1-0300 04:54:11.4 -03:00:51 24.3 18.2 14.5 · · · X
MACS J1423.8+2404 14:23:47.9 +24:04:43 9.4 22.3 21.7 X X
MACS J1149.5+2223 11:49:35.4 +22:24:04 17.4 24.0 17.7 X X
MACS J0018.5+1626 00:18:33.4 +16:26:13 15.7 21.0 9.8 · · · X
MACS J0717.5+3745 07:17:32.1 +37:45:21 21.3 29.4 12.5 X X
MS 2053.7-0449 20:56:21.0 -04:37:49 5.1 18.0 18.7 · · · · · ·
MACS J0025.4-1222 00:25:29.9 -12:22:45 12.3 19.7 14.3 · · · X
MACS J2129.4-0741 21:29:25.7 -07:41:31 15.2 21.3 13.2 X X
MACS J0647.7+7015 06:47:49.7 +70:14:56 14.4 22.0 11.7 X X
MACS J0744.8+3927 07:44:52.3 +39:27:27 13.3 20.6 16.3 X X
MS 1054.4-0321 10:56:58.5 -03:37:34 17.4 13.9 18.3 · · · · · ·
CL J0152.7 01:52:41.1 -13:58:07 10.2 23.4 9.3 · · · · · ·
CL J1226.9+3332 12:26:57.9 +33:32:49 13.0 22.9 11.8 X · · ·
Note. — From left to right: the cluster catalog and ID, X-ray centroid coordinates (J2000), the peak SZE
S/N in the optimally filtered images (see Sayers et al. (2012a)), RMS noise level of the SZE images, and the
total Bolocam integration time. The final two columns indicate whether the cluster is in the CLASH sample
of Postman et al. (2012) and/or in the WtG sample of von der Linden et al. (2014).
4due to their membership either in the CLASH (Post-
man et al. 2012) or the MACS high-redshift (Ebeling
et al. 2007) catalogs, both of which are fully contained in
the BOXSZ sample. Recently, the Weighing the Giants
(WtG) team presented weak-lensing measurements for 51
X-ray selected galaxy clusters for the primary purpose of
calibrating X-ray mass proxies for cosmology (von der
Linden et al. 2014; Kelly et al. 2014; Applegate et al.
2014; Mantz et al. 2015), and 33 BOXSZ clusters are in
the WtG cluster sample. Although not directly relevant
to the present analysis, future cluster studies will benefit
from the available multi-wavelength data sets associated
with these cluster samples and BOXSZ cluster member-
ship in either the CLASH or WtG samples is indicated
in Table 1. Despite having a large amount of overlap
with other X-ray defined cluster samples, the BOXSZ
sample as a whole lacks a well-defined selection function.
We explore the effects of the BOXSZ cluster selection in
Appendix D.
BOXSZ SZE data have already been used for individ-
ual cluster studies (Morandi et al. 2012; Umetsu et al.
2012; Zitrin et al. 2012; Mroczkowski et al. 2012; Zem-
cov et al. 2012; Mauskopf et al. 2012; Medezinski et al.
2013; Sayers et al. 2013c), to characterize the contamina-
tion from radio galaxies in 140 GHz SZE measurements
(Sayers et al. 2013b), and to measure the average pres-
sure profile of the sample (Sayers et al. 2013a).
3. X-RAY DATA AND MASS ESTIMATION
X-ray luminosity and temperature measurements for
the BOXSZ clusters were either taken directly from M10
or derived from archival Chandra data in an identical
manner, as described in Sayers et al. (2013a). To es-
timate cluster gas masses and total masses, we follow
the procedure laid out in M10, with the exception that
we calculate the integrated cluster parameters within
r2500 rather than r500.
In brief, gas mass profiles are non-parametrically de-
rived from each cluster’s 0.7–2.0 keV surface brightness
profile following the technique of White et al. (1997b). In
converting soft-band brightness to gas density, the best-
fit global temperature is used; however, for the relevant
temperatures of the BOXSZ sample, the temperature
dependence of this conversion is negligible. For high-
mass clusters, like those in the BOXSZ sample, Allen
et al. (2008, hereafter Allen08) measure the gas mass
fraction, fgas, to be consistent with a constant value at
r2500 for dynamically relaxed clusters with mean temper-
atures above 5 keV—a result that is also supported by
simulations (Eke et al. 1998; Crain et al. 2007; Battaglia
et al. 2013; Planelles et al. 2013). Some observational
and simulation results, e.g., Vikhlinin et al. (2009b);
Pratt et al. (2009); Battaglia et al. (2012); Sembolini
et al. (2013), support a non-constant fgas model. In
Appendix E, we discuss the relevance of these measure-
ments to the BOXSZ cluster sample, and explore the
effect that non-constant fgas models would have on our
results. Given that 43 out of the 45 BOXSZ clusters
have cluster temperatures greater than 5 keV (the other
two have cluster temperatures of 4.5 keV and 4.7 keV),
the constant fgas found by Allen08 should be valid for
the BOXSZ cluster sample as well. The gas mass profile
is used to derive r2500 and M2500 by solving an implicit
equation,
M2500 =
Mgas,2500
fgas,2500
= 2500× 4
3
piρcr(z)r
3
2500, (1)
using the reference value fgas(r2500) = 0.1104 measured
by Allen08.
As detailed in M10, our procedure incorporates
systematic allowances for calibration uncertainties,
projection-induced scatter in Mgas measurements (using
expectations from simulations (Nagai et al. 2007b)), and
intrinsic scatter in fgas (Allen08, see also Mantz et al.
2014), with a final systematic uncertainty of 8% on the
value of M2500. Note that the intrinsic scatter in fgas is
not expected to differ markedly between relaxed clusters
such as those used by A08 and the cluster population
generally. In simulations, Battaglia et al. (2013) find a
fractional intrinsic scatter at r2500 of ∼9% for a repre-
sentative sample of massive clusters, consistent with our
estimate of systematic uncertainties.
Kravtsov et al. (2006) propose an alternative, YSZ-like,
X-ray observable, YX≡MgasTx. Several groups have used
YX as a mass proxy for both cosmological analysis (e.g.,
Benson et al. 2013) and scaling relations (e.g., Arnaud
et al. 2010; Andersson et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration
2011b). Although we do not use YX as a mass proxy in
this work, we do fit scaling relations between Y2500 and
YX in order to provide a direct comparison between our
SZE and X-ray data that is independent of mass calibra-
tion and the choice of mass proxy.
The present work uses centroid variance, w500, a mea-
sure of how much the body of the X-ray emission is
displaced from its core (Mohr et al. 1993), as a proxy
for the dynamical state of the BOXSZ clusters. The
w500 measurements were calculated based on the method
of Maughan et al. (2008, 2012) and are presented in Say-
ers et al. (2013a), where clusters with w500 > 0.01 (ap-
proximately one third of our sample) are classified as
disturbed. The temperature and redshift distributions
of the BOXSZ sample, as well as subsamples based on
the median values of w500 and M2500, are depicted in
Figure 1. The fractions of disturbed and cool-core clus-
ters, the former an indicator of morphological state and
the latter an indicator of entropic state, are consistent
with the fractions found in samples selected on X-ray lu-
minosity at comparable redshifts (e.g., Allen et al. 2011).
4. BOLOCAM SUNYAEV-ZEL’DOVICH EFFECT DATA
4.1. The Sunyaev Zel’dovich Effect
The thermal SZE spectral distortion of the CMB can
be expressed as:
∆TSZE = f(x, Te)yTCMB, (2)
with
f(x, Te) =
(
x
ex + 1
ex − 1 − 4
)
(1 + δR(x, Te)) . (3)
The f(x, Te) term contains all the spectral information
and, in the low Te limit, it is solely a function of the
Boltzmann ratio of the CMB itself, x = hν/kBTCMB.
Here, h is the Planck constant, kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, TCMB is the CMB temperature, and ν is the pho-
ton frequency. CMB photons receive a net blueshift via
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Figure 1. X-ray temperature (keV) and redshift distribution of
the BOXSZ cluster sample. Black crosses: the entire BOXSZ clus-
ter sample. Filled blue circles: the 23 clusters more massive than
the median, 〈M2500〉 = 3.0 × 1014M. We use w500 (described
in Section 3) to quantify the degree to which a cluster is dynami-
cally disturbed. Open red circles: the 23 clusters with w500 values
greater than the median, 〈w500〉 = 0.7 × 10−2. Of all the ob-
servables shown in this plot, the only clear correlation within the
BOXSZ sample is between mass and X-ray temperature.
the SZE, and at approximately 219 GHz the net photon
gain balances the net photon loss in occupation num-
ber, resulting in a null signal. Relativistic corrections to
the SZE signal can be included by multiplying f(x) by
the frequency and electron-temperature dependent factor
(1 + δR(x, Te)) (Itoh et al. 1998). We use the TX values
listed in Table 3 as the Te values with which to com-
pute a single value for the relativistic correction for each
cluster, which is generally . 10%. Since temperature
profiles of clusters are not strictly constant, using a sin-
gle temperature to compute the relativistic corrections
may result in a bias. However, even in the extreme case
of strong cool-core clusters, the total variation in tem-
perature within r2500 is generally less than 50% of the
average temperature. Therefore, even if we consider one
of these extreme cases, and if we further assume the lim-
iting scenario where the bias is equal to the maximum
deviation from the average temperature, then the result-
ing bias in the relativistically corrected SZE signal would
be . 5%, which is small when added in quadrature to our
statistical uncertainty in measuring the SZE signal (see
Table 3).
The Compton parameter, y, represents the magnitude
of the SZE distortion. This term is directly proportional
to the electron pressure, Pe, integrated along the line-of-
sight:
y = (σT/mec
2)
∫
Pe dl. (4)
The SZE signal is often expressed as a volume integral:
YSZD
2
A =
∫
y dA = D2A
∫
y dΩ, (5)
where DA is the angular diameter distance of the clus-
ter and Ω is the solid angle of the integration. YSZD
2
A
is proportional to the total thermal energy of the ICM,
which under the limit of HSE corresponds directly to the
total cluster mass and motivates the use of YSZD
2
A as a
mass proxy. If the integration solid angle does not encir-
cle the entire signal region, then the PSF may cause an
apparent signal loss by transferring signal from the inner
regions of the cluster to the outer regions. We model this
effect as a multiplicative parameter analogous to δR, i.e.
(1 + δPSF(r∆)). The δR and δPSF correction factors are
listed in Table 3 and we discuss these corrections further
in Appendix B.
Together with Equation 4, Equation 5 presents YSZ as
a cylindrical integral of the electron pressure. As a result,
our Y2500–M2500 scaling relation analysis uses a cylindri-
cal YSZ measurement and a spherical Mtot measurement,
with both parameters integrated within a solid angle
extending to r2500. Simulations and observations indi-
cate that clusters, regardless of morphology, have simi-
lar scaled pressure profiles beyond r2500 (see for example
Sayers et al. 2013a). Therefore, the power-law index re-
lating Y2500 and M2500 should be the same regardless
of whether a spherical or cylindrical integral is used to
obtain Y2500. However, given the cluster-to-cluster scat-
ter about the average scaled pressure profile, scaling re-
lations using cylindrical Y2500 may suffer larger scatter
than those using spherical Y2500.
4.2. Calibration, Noise Removal, and Transfer Function
Deconvolution
We now highlight the main features of the Bolocam
data reduction presented in Sayers et al. (2011). Pointing
models are constructed for each cluster using 10-minute-
long observations of mm-bright point sources taken ap-
proximately once per hour during cluster observations.
These models are accurate to ' 5′′, and this pointing un-
certainty produces an effective broadening of our point-
spread function (PSF). Specifically, an effective PSF
is determined by convolving Bolocam’s nominal PSF,
which has a FWHM of 58′′, with a two-dimensional Gaus-
sian profile of width σ = 5′′. This broadening of our PSF
due to pointing uncertainties is small, and does not have
a significant impact on our derived results (especially for
resolved objects like galaxy clusters). Flux calibration is
performed with nightly 20-minute observations of Uranus
and Neptune together with other secondary calibrators
given in Sandell (1994). The absolute fluxes of Uranus
and Neptune were determined using the models of Grif-
fin & Orton (1993), rescaled based on recent WMAP
measurements (Weiland et al. 2011) as detailed in Sayers
et al. (2012b). The overall uncertainty on our flux cal-
ibration is 5%. Atmospheric brightness fluctuations are
removed from the data-streams of each detector by first
subtracting the response-weighted mean detector signal
and then applying a 250 mHz high-pass filter. This pro-
cess removes some cluster signal and is weakly dependent
on cluster shape. As described in detail in Sayers et al.
(2011), an iterative process is used to determine the sig-
nal transfer function separately for each cluster. Each
iteration involves processing a parametric model through
the data reduction pipeline, computing a signal transfer
function by comparing the output shape of this model to
the input shape, fitting a parametric model to the data
assuming this transfer function, and then using this para-
metric fit as the input to the next iteration. This process
converges quickly—generally within two iterations. The
measured signal transfer function can then be applied to
a model cluster profile in order to compare it with the
6processed Bolocam image of the cluster, or it can be used
to deconvolve the signal transfer function to obtain an
unbiased image of the cluster. The processed images are
14′×14′ in size, while the deconvolved images are reduced
to 10′×10′ in size to prevent significant amplification of
the largest-scale noise during the deconvolution. Both
sets of images are included in Appendix F.
4.3. Noise Characterization
Extracting scaling relation information from observa-
tions depends critically on an accurate characterization
of the noise in the data. This is because a misestimate
of the noise will not only affect the derived uncertainty
estimates, but it will also bias the determination of the
best-fit scaling relation. The Bolocam SZE cluster im-
ages contain noise from a wide range of sources: at-
mospheric fluctuations, instrument noise, primary CMB
anisotropies, and emission from the non-uniform distri-
bution of foreground and background galaxies. We de-
scribe our characterization of these different sources of
noise in further detail below. There is also an uncer-
tainty in the overall normalization of the SZE signal due
to uncertainties in the absolute flux calibration. In Sec-
tion 4.4, we discuss additional uncertainties due to the
deconvolution of the signal transfer function, and in Sec-
tion 4.5 we quantify the noise in our Y2500 estimates that
arises from our uncertainties in the overdensity radius
used for integration.
For each cluster we form a set of 1000 noise realizations,
which together represent our best characterization of the
noise properties of the co-added Bolocam maps for that
cluster. The base for these noise estimates is created
by jackknifing the approximately 50 to 100 10-minute
Bolocam observations (where each observation consists
of a complete sets of scans) performed on each cluster.
Specifically, we generate a jackknife map by multiplying
a randomly chosen subset of half of these observations by
−1 prior to coadding them, repeating the process 1000
times. While the resulting images contain no astronomi-
cal signal, they do retain the statistical properties of the
atmospheric and instrumental noise for the ensemble of
observations.
We also account for several sources of astronomical
contamination. First, using the measured angular power
spectrum from SPT(Keisler et al. 2011; Reichardt et al.
2012) and assuming the fluctuations are Gaussian, we
generate 1000 random CMB realizations of the 140 GHz
astronomical sky, adding one unique realization to each
difference map. In addition, we account for noise fluctu-
ations due to unresolved dusty galaxies using the mea-
sured SPT power spectra from Hall et al. (2010), again
under the assumption that the fluctuations are Gaussian.
The resulting noise realizations are statistically identical
to Bolocam maps of blank fields, thereby verifying that
this noise model provides an adequate description of the
Bolocam data.
Because bright and/or cluster-member radio galaxies
are not accounted for in the SPT power spectrum, we
therefore characterize and subtract them from our maps
(see Sayers et al. 2013b for a full description of this pro-
cedure). The brightest cluster galaxy (BCG), in particu-
lar, is often a bright radio emitter, and this emission will
systematically reduce the magnitude of the SZE decre-
ment towards the cluster. Bolocam detects a total of 6
bright radio sources in the BOXSZ maps. These are sub-
tracted from the cluster maps by using the Bolocam data
to constrain the normalization of a point-source template
centered on the coordinates determined by the NVSS ra-
dio survey (Condon et al. 1998). In addition, there are
NVSS-detected sources near the centers of 11 clusters in
the BOXSZ sample that have extrapolated 140 GHz flux
densities greater than 0.5 mJy, which is the threshold
found to produce more than a 1% bias in the SZE signal
towards the cluster. All of these sources are subtracted
using the extrapolated flux density based on 1.4 GHz
NVSS and 30 GHz OVRO/BIMA/SZA measurements.
The uncertainties on these subtracted point sources are
accounted for in the estimated error of the measured SZE
parameters by adding to each noise realization the corre-
sponding point-source template multiplied by a random
value drawn from a Gaussian distribution. The standard
deviation of the distribution is equal to either the un-
certainty on the normalization of the detected source, or
based on a fixed 30% uncertainty on the extrapolated
flux density for the undetected radio sources.
4.4. Model Fits and SZE Signal Offset Corrections
In this analysis, we use parametric model fits for two
main purposes. First, as described in Section 4.2, we
employ a particular cluster’s best-fit model to determine
our analysis pipeline’s transfer function. Second, as we
will describe in Section 4.5, because the above transfer
function is not well defined at zero spatial frequency, we
use the model fits to constrain the deconvolved map’s
mean signal offset level (which we term the “SZE signal
offset”), necessary in the estimation of Y2500. In this
section, we describe the procedure for model fitting and
offset estimation.
One of the first and most widely adopted models de-
scribing the physical properties of the ICM is the isother-
mal β-model (Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano 1976). As
higher quality X-ray data and cosmological simulations
have become available, it is now clear that the β-model is
insufficient in describing cluster properties at both small
and large radii. Cosmological simulations performed by
Navarro et al. (1995, hereafter NFW), reveal a charac-
teristic NFW dark matter profile. Under the influence
of thermal and non-thermal pressure, baryonic matter
departs from faithfully mirroring the dark matter pro-
file. Recent work by Nagai et al. (2007a) and Arnaud
et al. (2010, hereafter Arnaud10) combine X-ray data at
small cluster radii with simulations at large cluster radii,
showing overlap in the region near r500. The characteris-
tic profile is well-described by a generalized-NFW model
(gNFW):
p(r) =
p0
(c500 r/r500)γ [1 + (c500 r/r500)α]
(β−γ)/α , (6)
where p0 is the pressure normalization, c500 is the concen-
tration parameter which sets the radial scale, and α, β,
and γ are the power-law slopes at moderate, large, and
small radii. High quality SZE data, collected by the
Planck, SPT, and Bolocam instruments, have recently
allowed constraints on this gNFW model using a com-
bination of X-ray and SZE data (Planck Collaboration
2013d) and SZE data alone (Plagge et al. 2010; Sayers
et al. 2013a). We follow the widely accepted practice
7in the literature, and use the measured gNFW power
law indices of the Arnaud10 model for this analysis with
[α, β, γ] = [1.05, 5.49, 0.31]. We allow p0 to float in all
cases and further generalize our fits to allow for ellipticity
by replacing r with (1− /2)
√
r21 + r
2
2/(1− )2,10 where
 is the ellipticity and r1 and r2 represent the semi-major
and semi-minor axes in the plane of the sky, respectively.
The elliptical generalization of Equation 6 is numeri-
cally integrated using Equations 4 and 5 with the addi-
tional assumption that the extent of the cluster along the
line-of-sight lies between the extent of the cluster along
the major and minor axes in the plane of the sky:
r2 →
(1− /2)2
[
r21 +
r22
(1− )2 +
r23
2
(
1 +
1
(1− )2
)]
. (7)
That is, we assume that the cluster principal axes are in
the plane of the sky and along the line-of-sight and that
the semi-axis along the line-of-sight is the inverse root-
mean-square average of the two semi-axes in the plane of
the sky.
Our procedure for fitting the model to the data is de-
scribed in detail in Section 4.3 of Sayers et al. (2011), and
we briefly summarize it here. First, the two-dimensional
projection of the candidate model is convolved with both
the Bolocam PSF and the transfer function of the Bolo-
cam reduction pipeline. The result is then compared to
the processed map of the Bolocam data, and a χ2 value
is computed based on the noise RMS of each pixel in
the map (i.e., the noise covariance matrix is assumed to
be diagonal). We vary the model parameters to mini-
mize the value of χ2 using the generalized least-squares
algorithm MPFITFUN11(Markwardt 2009).
Due to the variety of cluster morphologies and SZE
signal-to-noise within the BOXSZ sample, the number of
free parameters needed to sufficiently describe our data
varies from cluster to cluster. For all model fits, we al-
low p0 and the model centroid to float. We implement
a statistical test, described in Appendix C, to determine
whether to allow the values of c500 and  in Equation 6 to
deviate from the fiducial Arnaud10 values (c500 = 1.18
and  = 0) for individual clusters. This gives us four
models with four different numbers of model parameters
(MPs): (1) c500 and  are fixed, (2) c500 is allowed to
float and  is fixed, (3) c500 is fixed and  and the po-
sition angle, θ, (East of North) on the sky are allowed
to float, and (4) c500, , and θ are allowed to float. We
will subsequently refer to these models in terms of their
number of MPs: 1, 2, 3 or 4.12
Once a minimal model is selected for a given cluster
according to the procedure outlined in Appendix C, this
model is used for all subsequent steps in our analysis.
The model chosen for each cluster is given in the last col-
umn of Table 2. The largest fraction of the BOXSZ clus-
ter sample, 16 clusters, are best-described using a 1-MP
model, which is a spherical gNFW model with c500 fixed
10 We choose this multiplicative prefactor so that the arithmetic
mean of the major and minor axes is constant under the transfor-
mation.
11 http://www.physics.wisc.edu/~craigm/idl/fitting.html
12 Since we allow the model centroid to float in RA and dec,
technically, there are two additional MPs for all of these fits. For
simplicity, we have chosen the numbering scheme to start with 1.
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Figure 2. Schematic demonstrating how the SZE signal offset for
each of our deconvolved images is determined. The large gray box
on the left shows the extent of our processed images (14′×14′).
Prior to deconvolving the signal transfer function, the processed
image is trimmed to a 10′×10′ box. As the transfer function for
the overall signal offset of our cluster maps is not well defined,
the SZE signal offset is determined as described in Section 4.4
and Appendix A using the region outside of r500/2 (shown in dark
blue). The circular region used to compute Y2500 is denoted in red.
The right-hand figure depicts a 14′ one-dimensional slice through a
simplified cluster illustration, showing that the cluster SZE signal
is non-zero even at the edge of the image. The dark blue and red
boxes indicate the approximate value of the SZE signal offset added
to the deconvolved image and the shading corresponds to the same
regions depicted in the left-hand diagram. The SZE signal offset
generally contributes ∼30% of Y2500 for the lowest redshift clusters
and ∼10% of Y2500 for the highest redshift clusters (see Section 4.5
and Figure 4).
to the Arnaud10/X-ray-determined value. The higher-
order 2-, 3-, and 4-MP models are selected for 10, 12,
and 7 clusters in the sample, respectively. Therefore, ap-
proximately 42% of the clusters in our sample prefer an
elliptical over a spherical model fit, and approximately
38% of the clusters prefer a concentration parameter that
differs from X-ray-derived value of c500 = 1.18. While the
choice of model does affect the value of Y2500 for an in-
dividual cluster, it has little to no effect on the observed
scaling relations discussed in the next section.
The minimal model required to adequately describe
each cluster is then used to determine the signal offset
in the deconvolved images. In Figure 2, we provide a
schematic to aid in visualizing the following description
of this process. For each cluster, the mean signal for
the deconvolved image in the region r ≥ r500/2 is set to
the noise-weighted mean signal of the minimal model in
the same region, and this value is called the “SZE signal
offset”.13 In Section 4.5, we quantify how the SZE signal
offset affects our Y2500 measurements.
In addition to r500/2, we have explored a range of other
radii to define the region used to compute the mean signal
offset. Our goal was to find a radius large enough so that
the region of the image used to compute this offset is in-
dependent from the region used to determine Y2500, thus
minimizing the model dependence of the Y2500 estimates.
However, at larger radii, the measurement noise on the
mean signal increases quickly because the number of map
pixels included in the calculation drops. At r500/2, the
mean-signal measurement noise is near its minimum, yet
this radius is in general outside of the r2500 integration
radius used to compute Y2500. For the BOXSZ sample,
r500/2 varies from approximately 1
′ to 4′, with a median
13 For Abell 2204, the region outside of r500/2 does not contain
a sufficient number of pixels for this purpose, and we use the region
outside of 4′ (approximately 0.45×r500) instead.
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Figure 3. Histograms: one-dimensional marginalized probabil-
ity distributions for the measured M2500, Mgas,2500, and Y2500 of
MACS J0416.1-2403, a typical Bolocam cluster at z = 0.42, with
M2500 = 3.4 × 1014M. The dashed red lines are the 68% con-
fidence regions as determined directly from the noise realizations.
All histograms are normalized to 100 noise realizations and share
a common horizontal axis with the scatter plots in the same col-
umn. Scatter plots: two-dimensional distributions for the physical
properties given in the corresponding vertical and horizontal his-
tograms. Note that the uncertainty inMgas,2500 is predominantly a
result of the uncertainty in fgas,2500, which affects the uncertainty
in M2500 and subsequently the integration aperture, r2500. In the
plot, Y2500 is not corrected for beam smoothing effects (discussed
in the text).
of approximately 2.5′.
The best-fit pressure profile parameters for the BOXSZ
sample are presented in Table 2. Because the noise co-
variance matrix is not strictly diagonal, as assumed in the
fit, we compute the uncertainties on the fitted param-
eter values using the distributions of parameter values
obtained from fits to the model+noise realization maps
described in Appendix A. The upper (lower) uncertainty
of each fit parameter is the distance between the 84.1
(15.9) percentile and the median of the corresponding
parameter value distributions.
The Bolocam processed and deconvolved maps, includ-
ing the 1000 noise realizations, for the clusters in the
BOXSZ sample are now available at http://irsa.ipac.
caltech.edu/Missions/bolocam.html. Appendix F
contains thumbnails of the processed and deconvolved
SZE maps for our entire data set.
4.5. Y2500 Estimation
The signal-offset-corrected deconvolved SZE images
are directly integrated using Equation 5 to determine
the best-fit value of Y2500 for each cluster, with the inte-
gration extending over the solid angle within r2500. The
motivation for choosing r2500 instead of r500, which is
an oft-adopted mass proxy radius, is described in Ap-
pendix B. Each of the 1000 signal-offset-corrected decon-
volved noise realizations is integrated within r2500. The
integrated value, ∆Y2500,i, for noise realization i, con-
tains no cluster signal. We therefore use the quantity
Y2500 +∆Y2500,i to estimate the distribution of Y2500 val-
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Figure 4. The fractional contribution of the SZE signal offset
to Y2500. “Ysignal offset” is depicted schematically as the red box
in Figure 2 and refers to the integrated SZE signal offset (de-
scribed in Section 4.4) within r2500, constrained using the mini-
mal parametric model outside r500/2. As described in the text,
these Ysignal offset values can be interpreted as upper limits on the
model dependence of our Y2500 values. Upper plot: redshift versus
the fractional Ysignal offset for the BOXSZ cluster sample. Lower
plot: histogram of the fractional Ysignal offset for the BOXSZ clus-
ter sample.
ues given the noise properties of the Bolocam data (see
Figure 3). As can be seen from Equation 1, an uncer-
tainty in M2500 translates directly into an uncertainty in
the X-ray estimated r2500. To account for the uncertainty
in Y2500 due to uncertainties in the X-ray-derived value
of r2500, the integration radius for each noise realization
is randomly drawn from the distribution of r2500 values
produced by the Monte Carlo chains obtained from the
X-ray data. An example of the final M2500, Mgas,2500,
and Y2500 probability distributions for MACS J0416.1 is
shown in Figure 3.
In contrast to the distribution of M2500 values, which is
approximately log-normal, the distribution of Y2500 val-
ues is approximately normal. Since the scaling relation
formalism in Section 5 assumes log-Gaussian error, the
effects of the Gaussian distribution of Y2500 values are
accounted for when we implement our default scaling
relation fitting procedure as part of our selection bias
characterization, and we describe this in detail in Ap-
pendix D.
The method we have employed to compute YSZ dif-
fers from the parametric fitting methods used in other
scaling relation analyses (e.g., Bonamente et al. 2008;
Marrone et al. 2009, 2012; Planck Collaboration 2011b,
2013c), as we do not parameterize the detected signal.
We use parametric models solely to determine the sig-
nal transfer function (which depends very weakly on the
cluster shape) and to constrain the SZE signal offset (as
described in Section 4.4). The fractional contribution
of the SZE signal offset to Y2500 is shown in Figure 4.
In general, this contribution is approximately 20%, al-
though it is higher in a set of four clusters with large
values of r500/c500 (Abell 383, MACS J1720.2+3536,
9Table 2
Best-Fit gNFW Pressure Parameters for the BOXSZ cluster sample.
Name ∆RA ∆DEC p0 r500/c500  θ χ2/DOF PTE MP
(arcmin) (arcmin) (10−11 erg
cm3
) (arcmin) (deg E of N)
Abell 2204 −0.13±0.07 0.00±0.05 23.7± 3.7 4.3±0.4 0.26±0.06 82.6± 8.1 1197.4/1117 0.03 4
Abell 383 −0.02±0.17 −0.22±0.16 4.5± 0.6 11.6±3.1 · · · · · · 1156.2/1118 0.19 2
Abell 209 −0.01±0.09 −0.02±0.11 9.2± 0.8 6.3 0.25±0.08 −18.4± 9.7 1206.8/1118 0.03 3
Abell 963 0.17±0.11 0.08±0.12 41.8±22.7 1.6±0.9 · · · · · · 1179.9/1118 0.14 2
Abell 1423 −0.34±0.34 0.27±0.19 7.2± 1.4 5.5 0.50±0.15 69.8±11.2 1149.8/1118 0.17 3
Abell 2261 −0.48±0.23 0.04±0.13 3.7± 0.7 6.3 0.42±0.12 82.6± 9.0 1111.8/1116 0.51 3
Abell 2219 −0.16±0.14 0.28±0.13 13.4± 1.7 6.7 · · · · · · 1084.3/1120 0.70 1
Abell 267 −0.25±0.15 0.15±0.15 7.9± 1.3 4.7 · · · · · · 1011.6/1119 0.98 1
RX J2129.6+0005 −0.19±0.14 0.28±0.21 6.4± 1.0 4.8 0.45±0.12 17.6±10.4 1182.8/1118 0.07 3
Abell 1835 −0.10±0.07 0.04±0.11 9.3± 1.1 5.4 0.26±0.07 −15.6± 9.5 967.1/946 0.23 3
Abell 697 −0.07±0.05 −0.27±0.09 9.1± 0.6 5.5 0.37±0.04 −21.2± 3.8 1284.2/1118 0.00 3
Abell 611 −0.08±0.15 −0.33±0.13 8.4± 1.1 4.0 · · · · · · 1120.5/1120 0.46 1
MS 2137 0.03±0.24 −0.20±0.26 5.5± 1.1 3.3 · · · · · · 1124.8/1120 0.42 1
Abell S1063 0.20±0.13 0.10±0.13 15.6± 1.8 5.0 · · · · · · 1113.5/1120 0.43 1
MACS J1931.8-2634 −0.06±0.12 0.33±0.16 9.9± 1.2 3.8 · · · · · · 1180.4/1120 0.11 1
MACS J1115.8+0129 −0.04±0.13 0.61±0.16 4.5± 0.8 6.6±1.6 0.30±0.09 −0.0±10.3 1179.2/1117 0.07 4
MACS J1532.8+3021 0.05±0.15 0.04±0.15 6.3± 1.1 3.7 · · · · · · 1204.2/1120 0.03 1
Abell 370 −0.06±0.10 −0.34±0.10 10.0± 1.1 3.8 · · · · · · 1143.2/1120 0.29 1
MACS J1720.2+3536 −0.37±0.24 0.14±0.11 1.9± 0.4 21.4±5.8 0.47±0.07 −83.8± 6.6a 1210.7/1117 0.02 4
ZWCL 0024+17 1.04±0.37 −0.32±0.46 4.4± 1.8 2.7 · · · · · · 1201.4/1120 0.04 1
MACS J2211.7-0349 0.05±0.09 0.15±0.09 16.2± 1.8 4.2 · · · · · · 1153.0/1120 0.18 1
MACS J0429.6-0253 −0.29±0.18 −0.08±0.18 3.3± 0.7 9.7±2.9 · · · · · · 1168.4/1119 0.12 2
MACS J0416.1-2403 0.16±0.14 0.19±0.14 9.6± 1.3 3.2 · · · · · · 996.5/948 0.13 1
MACS J0451.9+0006 0.09±0.13 −0.02±0.14 7.7± 1.1 2.8 · · · · · · 1164.6/1120 0.17 1
MACS J1206.2-0847 0.09±0.06 0.13±0.06 12.6± 0.9 4.0 · · · · · · 1102.7/1120 0.60 1
MACS J0417.5-1154 −0.35±0.06 0.19±0.06 8.3± 0.9 6.7±0.9 · · · · · · 1165.8/1119 0.13 2
MACS J0329.6-0211 −0.20±0.09 −0.05±0.13 11.0± 1.3 2.9 0.40±0.10 −5.0± 8.5 1212.5/1118 0.02 3
MACS J1347.5-1144 0.08±0.03 −0.11±0.03 36.3± 5.4 2.4±0.2 0.19±0.05 −20.4± 8.4 1073.2/1117 0.79 4
MACS J1311.0-0310 −0.45±0.15 0.13±0.15 2.9± 0.7 5.7±1.7 · · · · · · 1118.5/1119 0.50 2
MACS J2214.9-1359 −0.09±0.10 0.07±0.12 12.9± 1.5 3.2 0.39±0.10 14.2± 9.8 1131.5/1115 0.20 3
MACS J0257.1-2325 −0.14±0.15 −0.00±0.11 3.3± 0.4 14.4±3.8 · · · · · · 1062.9/1119 0.87 2
MACS J0911.2+1746 −0.65±0.33 0.08±0.11 7.1± 1.5 2.8 0.79±0.11 −83.2± 7.1 1127.8/1118 0.37 3
MACS J0454.1-0300 0.09±0.07 0.03±0.05 8.0± 1.1 4.2±0.3 0.26±0.06 86.4± 7.2 1188.8/1117 0.07 4
MACS J1423.8+2404 0.11±0.11 0.25±0.11 9.5± 1.4 2.4 · · · · · · 1052.6/1120 0.92 1
MACS J1149.5+2223 0.00±0.07 −0.14±0.08 5.8± 0.9 5.9±1.4 0.24±0.06 −51.3± 9.0 1119.6/1117 0.44 4
MACS J0018.5+1626 0.29±0.10 −0.08±0.10 5.6± 0.8 5.5±1.1 · · · · · · 1098.9/1119 0.62 2
MACS J0717.5+3745 −0.03±0.04 −0.01±0.04 38.2± 9.9 2.2±0.4 · · · · · · 1188.7/1119 0.05 2
MS 2053.7-0449 −0.53±0.24 0.11±0.21 5.1± 1.4 1.8 · · · · · · 1205.9/1120 0.05 1
MACS J0025.4-1222 −0.14±0.09 0.02±0.08 9.1± 1.0 2.4 · · · · · · 1226.7/1120 0.01 1
MACS J2129.4-0741 −0.05±0.08 −0.09±0.06 13.9± 1.5 2.7 0.31±0.09 65.8± 8.8 1124.5/1118 0.38 3
MACS J0647.7+7015 0.02±0.09 0.01±0.09 7.1± 1.4 4.4±0.8 · · · · · · 1128.9/1119 0.26 2
MACS J0744.8+3927 0.10±0.06 0.04±0.13 10.9± 1.0 2.5 0.56±0.09 −2.8± 4.9 1265.2/1118 0.00 3
MS 1054.4-0321 0.23±0.09 0.08±0.08 5.7± 1.4 3.7±0.7 · · · · · · 1086.1/1119 0.77 2
CL J0152.7 0.38±0.12 0.68±0.21 2.0± 0.4 8.3±2.7 0.36±0.09 8.4± 8.3 1220.3/1117 0.01 4
CL J1226.9+3332 −0.09±0.11 0.14±0.06 17.8± 1.9 1.8 0.54±0.10 71.2± 7.6 1293.2/1118 0.00 3
Note. — The best-fit pressure profile parameters for the BOXSZ cluster sample. The second and third columns give the shift
of the SZE-centroid of the best-fit model with respect to the X-ray centroid given in Table 1. The fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh
columns give the amplitude, scale radius in terms of r500 and c500, ellipticity, and position angle of the major elliptical axis, θ (these
parameters are introduced in Section 4.4). The eighth column gives the best-fit χ2 followed by the number of degrees of freedom
of the gNFW profile fits. The ninth column gives the probability for the model+noise-derived χ2 values to exceed the measured
χ2 for the best-fit minimal model. Specifically, the model+noise-derived χ2 distributions, as introduced in Section 4.4, are for the
best-fit minimal model added to each of the noise realizations and fit with the minimal number of model parameters. A 0.00 entry
indicates this probability is less than 1%. The final column gives the number of model parameters of the minimal model as described
in Section 4.4. (1) represents a spherical model with a scale radius fixed based on the X-ray-derived r500 and the value c500 = 1.18
from Arnaud10, (2) represents a spherical model with a floating scale radius, (3) represents an elliptical model where the principal
axes are fixed based on the value from (1) according to the procedure outlined in Section 4.4 , and (4) represents an elliptical model
with a floating radius.
aThe model+noise fits for the preferred MACS J1720.3 4-MP model do not return a physically reasonable distribution of position
angles, and therefore do not provide an accurate characterization of the uncertainty on this parameter. This is because the fits do
not fully explore the range of possible position angles, perhaps due to the large value of r500/c500 for this cluster. As a result, we
have estimated the uncertainty on the position angle for MACS J1720.3 using the distribution of values from the 3-MP model+noise
fits.
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Figure 5. Distribution of M2500 values in the BOXSZ sample.
The median value, 〈M2500〉 = 3.0 × 1014M, is indicated by the
vertical dotted black line. Blue histogram (hashed from the upper
right to the bottom left): the 23 clusters that lie at or below the
median sample redshift (〈z〉 = 0.42). Red histogram (hashed from
the upper left to the bottom right): the 23 clusters that lie at or
below the median w500 parameter (〈w500〉 = 0.7 × 10−2) and are
classified as being the least disturbed. Both morphological state
and redshift have unbiased distributions with respect to cluster
mass.
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Figure 6. Analogous to Figure 5, except using Y2500 instead of
M2500. Again, morphological state and redshift have unbiased dis-
tributions with respect to Y2500.
MACS J0257.1-2325, MACSJ 0429.6-0253). This frac-
tion can be interpreted as an upper limit on the model
dependence of our results, as it provides the change in
Y2500 that would result from making the maximally ex-
treme assumption that the deconvolved map should have
zero mean outside of r500/2.
Best-fit values for the entire cluster sample are pre-
sented in Table 3. We derive the upper (lower) uncertain-
ties from the distance between the 84.1 (15.9) percentile
and the median of the distribution of ∆Y2500 values. Due
to the way in which ∆Y2500 is constructed, these uncer-
tainties on Y2500 marginalize over all of our uncertainties
on M2500 (Section 3 and above) and on the SZE signal
offset (Appendix A). Figures 5 and 6, respectively, depict
the histograms of the best-fit M2500 and Y2500 values for
the entire cluster sample.
5. SCALING RELATIONS, FITTING TECHNIQUE, AND
BIAS CORRECTIONS
The scale-free nature of gravitational collapse leads to
the prediction that cluster ICM observables scale in a
self-similar fashion with the total cluster mass in the ab-
sence of non-gravitational physics. Cluster observables
are converted to logarithmic form and are normalized to
the approximate median value for the BOXSZ sample:
m2500≡ log10
[
E(z)M2500
1014.5 M
]
(8)
m500≡ log10
[
E(z)M500
1015 M
]
(9)
l≡ log10
[
L500
E(z)1044 erg · s−1
]
(10)
t≡ log10
[
kTx
keV
]
(11)
yx≡ log10
[
E(z)104.5CX kTx Mgas,2500
]
(12)
y≡ log10
[
E(z)104D2AY2500
]
. (13)
Where the term
CX =
σT
mec2
1
ρgas/ne
= 1.406× 10
−5Mpc2
1014keV M
, (14)
normalizes YX to Y2500 with σT , the Thompson cross-
section, me and mp, the electron and proton rest masses,
respectively, and c the speed of light. For a fully ionized
gas with cosmic He abundance, ρgas/ne = 1.149 mp. For
this work, the TX utilized to calculate YX is always de-
termined within the region [0.15, 1.0] r500. We note that
this value generally differs by less than a few percent
from TX computed within the region [0.15r500, r2500], as
is demonstrated by both M10 and V09. Finally, the
normalization factors in the definitions of the mass and
Compton-y variables have been chosen to force the me-
dian of each parameter over the entire sample to be ap-
proximately zero. Effectively, this allows us to decorre-
late the uncertainties in the best-fit slopes and intercepts
for each scaling relation.
Using the logarithmic representations for the cluster
observables, we can formulate linear relations between
cluster properties, u and v, as:
u = βuv0 + β
uv
1 v. (15)
We occasionally will refer to the ensemble of fit pa-
rameters for a particular scaling relation as θu|v =
(βuv0 , β
uv
1 , σ
2
uv), where σ
2
uv is the Gaussian intrinsic scat-
ter of the observable u ∈ [l, t, y, yx] at a fixed v. We refer
to σuv as “intrinsic scatter”, and we use the term “frac-
tional intrinsic scatter” when referring to the fractional
intrinsic scatter of the non-logarithmic observables (e.g.,
L500, TX, Y2500, and YX). We calculate the fractional
intrinsic scatter by dividing the relevant σuv by log10(e).
The various factors of E(z) are included to account
for the fact that these cluster properties are measured
at constant overdensity with respect to an evolving criti-
cal density. By assuming self-similarity and HSE, cluster
temperature should scale with cluster mass according to
βtm1 = 2/3. From Equations 4 and 5 we see that the
YSZ observable is a line-of-sight integral of cluster pres-
sure, which under the ideal gas law scales as the product
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Table 3
Physical X-ray and SZE Parameters Measured in this Analysis.
Name z r2500 Mgas,2500 Mtot,2500 kTx Y2500 δB δR
(Mpc) (1014M) (1014M) (keV) (10−10 ster)
Abell 2204 0.151 0.62+0.03−0.03 0.44
+0.07
−0.05 4.00
+0.68
−0.51 8.55±0.58 3.58+0.63−0.67 0.00 0.06
Abell 383 0.188 0.44+0.02−0.03 0.16
+0.02
−0.02 1.46
+0.22
−0.24 5.36±0.19 1.77+0.49−0.42 0.02 0.04
Abell 209 0.206 0.53+0.03−0.03 0.29
+0.04
−0.05 2.61
+0.41
−0.47 8.23±0.66 2.47+0.39−0.36 0.01 0.06
Abell 963 0.206 0.50+0.03−0.02 0.25
+0.03
−0.03 2.22
+0.39
−0.30 6.08±0.30 0.60+0.26−0.26 0.02 0.04
Abell 1423 0.213 0.42+0.03−0.03 0.14
+0.03
−0.02 1.31
+0.29
−0.22 5.75±0.59 0.85+0.34−0.33 0.03 0.04
Abell 2261 0.224 0.60+0.03−0.03 0.43
+0.05
−0.06 3.87
+0.56
−0.58 6.10±0.32 1.19+0.31−0.28 0.01 0.04
Abell 2219 0.228 0.71+0.04−0.03 0.69
+0.10
−0.08 6.29
+1.08
−0.87 10.90±0.53 3.96+0.90−0.88 0.01 0.08
Abell 267 0.230 0.48+0.02−0.02 0.21
+0.03
−0.02 1.93
+0.27
−0.26 7.13±0.71 0.89+0.25−0.21 0.02 0.05
RX J2129.6+0005 0.235 0.52+0.03−0.02 0.27
+0.04
−0.03 2.47
+0.39
−0.33 6.34±0.62 0.88+0.23−0.23 0.02 0.05
Abell 1835 0.253 0.65+0.03−0.03 0.56
+0.07
−0.05 5.11
+0.80
−0.57 9.00±0.25 1.86+0.33−0.31 0.01 0.06
Abell 697 0.282 0.64+0.04−0.04 0.54
+0.09
−0.08 4.90
+0.96
−0.89 10.93±1.11 2.02+0.30−0.28 0.01 0.08
Abell 611 0.288 0.49+0.02−0.02 0.24
+0.03
−0.02 2.21
+0.35
−0.27 6.85±0.34 0.65+0.16−0.15 0.03 0.05
MS 2137 0.313 0.47+0.02−0.02 0.22
+0.02
−0.02 1.98
+0.27
−0.23 4.67±0.43 0.41+0.11−0.12 0.04 0.03
Abell S1063 0.348 0.75+0.04−0.04 0.94
+0.15
−0.11 8.57
+1.61
−1.28 10.90±0.50 3.54+0.68−0.65 0.01 0.08
MACS J1931.8-2634 0.352 0.57+0.02−0.02 0.42
+0.05
−0.04 3.83
+0.51
−0.44 7.47±1.40 1.33+0.22−0.21 0.03 0.05
MACS J1115.8+0129 0.355 0.56+0.02−0.02 0.40
+0.04
−0.04 3.65
+0.44
−0.46 9.20±0.98 1.13+0.32−0.35 0.03 0.07
MACS J1532.8+3021 0.363 0.55+0.03−0.02 0.38
+0.05
−0.04 3.39
+0.55
−0.39 6.83±1.00 0.46+0.16−0.16 0.04 0.05
Abell 370 0.375 0.48+0.03−0.03 0.26
+0.04
−0.04 2.35
+0.41
−0.47 7.34±0.52 0.91+0.16−0.16 0.06 0.05
MACS J1720.2+3536 0.387 0.49+0.03−0.02 0.28
+0.04
−0.03 2.54
+0.42
−0.33 7.90±0.74 1.21+0.66−0.36 0.06 0.06
ZWCL 0024+17 0.395 0.30+0.02−0.02 0.06
+0.01
−0.01 0.55
+0.13
−0.11 5.94±0.87 0.13+0.07−0.07 0.22 0.04
MACS J2211.7-0349 0.396 0.66+0.03−0.03 0.69
+0.10
−0.08 6.30
+1.01
−0.84 13.97±2.74 2.58+0.36−0.37 0.03 0.10
MACS J0429.6-0253 0.399 0.47+0.02−0.02 0.25
+0.03
−0.03 2.25
+0.35
−0.30 8.33±1.58 0.82+0.25−0.21 0.07 0.06
MACS J0416.1-2403 0.420 0.54+0.04−0.05 0.38
+0.10
−0.10 3.45
+0.88
−0.94 8.21±0.99 1.06+0.25−0.22 0.05 0.06
MACS J0451.9+0006 0.430 0.43+0.04−0.03 0.19
+0.05
−0.04 1.77
+0.53
−0.37 6.70±0.99 0.44+0.11−0.09 0.10 0.05
MACS J1206.2-0847 0.439 0.64+0.03−0.03 0.66
+0.09
−0.07 6.00
+0.98
−0.83 10.71±1.29 1.91+0.23−0.22 0.03 0.08
MACS J0417.5-1154 0.443 0.70+0.04−0.04 0.88
+0.13
−0.12 7.96
+1.40
−1.28 9.49±1.12 2.81+0.46−0.47 0.02 0.07
MACS J0329.6-0211 0.450 0.49+0.02−0.02 0.30
+0.03
−0.03 2.71
+0.39
−0.32 6.34±0.31 0.64+0.11−0.10 0.07 0.05
MACS J1347.5-1144 0.451 0.71+0.03−0.03 0.92
+0.10
−0.10 8.37
+1.12
−1.05 10.75±0.83 1.89+0.18−0.17 0.02 0.08
MACS J1311.0-0310 0.494 0.43+0.02−0.02 0.21
+0.02
−0.02 1.93
+0.28
−0.22 6.00±0.32 0.48+0.10−0.09 0.11 0.04
MACS J2214.9-1359 0.503 0.52+0.03−0.03 0.38
+0.06
−0.05 3.46
+0.70
−0.54 9.65±0.78 1.13+0.21−0.21 0.07 0.07
MACS J0257.1-2325 0.505 0.45+0.03−0.02 0.23
+0.04
−0.03 2.10
+0.40
−0.31 9.90±0.90 1.02+0.29−0.23 0.11 0.07
MACS J0911.2+1746 0.505 0.41+0.02−0.03 0.17
+0.03
−0.03 1.59
+0.29
−0.31 6.60±0.60 0.20+0.09−0.08 0.15 0.05
MACS J0454.1-0300 0.538 0.56+0.03−0.03 0.51
+0.07
−0.06 4.59
+0.79
−0.68 9.15±0.49 0.92+0.12−0.10 0.06 0.07
MACS J1423.8+2404 0.543 0.44+0.02−0.02 0.25
+0.04
−0.03 2.30
+0.39
−0.31 6.92±0.32 0.35+0.07−0.09 0.12 0.05
MACS J1149.5+2223 0.544 0.54+0.03−0.03 0.46
+0.07
−0.06 4.16
+0.78
−0.62 8.50±0.57 1.16+0.19−0.18 0.07 0.06
MACS J0018.5+1626 0.546 0.58+0.03−0.03 0.54
+0.08
−0.07 4.87
+0.82
−0.77 9.14±0.43 1.06+0.19−0.15 0.06 0.07
MACS J0717.5+3745 0.546 0.65+0.03−0.04 0.77
+0.11
−0.10 7.00
+1.14
−1.09 11.84±0.54 1.17+0.24−0.22 0.05 0.08
MS 2053.7-0449 0.583 0.28+0.02−0.02 0.07
+0.02
−0.01 0.59
+0.16
−0.12 4.45±0.58 0.06+0.03−0.02 0.36 0.03
MACS J0025.4-1222 0.584 0.45+0.04−0.03 0.26
+0.06
−0.05 2.38
+0.66
−0.50 6.49±0.50 0.29+0.06−0.06 0.13 0.05
MACS J2129.4-0741 0.589 0.48+0.03−0.02 0.33
+0.05
−0.04 3.03
+0.54
−0.43 8.57±0.74 0.73+0.11−0.10 0.11 0.06
MACS J0647.7+7015 0.591 0.52+0.02−0.03 0.42
+0.05
−0.05 3.83
+0.51
−0.54 11.50±1.10 0.91+0.15−0.14 0.09 0.08
MACS J0744.8+3927 0.698 0.49+0.02−0.02 0.38
+0.05
−0.04 3.50
+0.53
−0.46 8.08±0.44 0.31+0.06−0.05 0.13 0.06
MS 1054.4-0321 0.831 0.44+0.03−0.02 0.34
+0.07
−0.04 3.16
+0.71
−0.35 11.98±1.44 0.32+0.06−0.05 0.19 0.08
CL J0152.7 0.833 0.22+0.05−0.03 0.04
+0.03
−0.01 0.37
+0.29
−0.12 6.48±0.90 0.14+0.06−0.04 0.40 0.05
CL J1226.9+3332 0.888 0.42+0.02−0.02 0.31
+0.04
−0.04 2.77
+0.45
−0.36 11.97±1.27 0.34+0.06−0.06 0.23 0.08
Note. — The X-ray and SZE-derived properties used in the BOXSZ scaling relations analysis.The first
two columns give the cluster ID and redshift. The references for the individual cluster redshift measurements
are given in Sayers et al. (2013a). The third column gives r2500 followed by Mgas,2500, Mtot,2500 and kT ,
which are calculated as described in Mantz et al. (2010a).The seventh column gives Y2500 as measured in
this work. The last two columns give the fractional beam-smoothing and relativistic Y2500 corrections. Both
terms are positive and boost the YSZ value compared to that obtained from direct integration of the data
(see Section 4).
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of density and temperature. In the limit that the electron
density scales with total cluster mass and the cluster is in
HSE, we expect the scaling between YSZ and Mtot to be
βym1 = 5/3. We refer to this type of scaling as self-similar
scaling and use it as a general reference point for compar-
ison. All of our scaling relation fits are performed using
the Bayesian fitting code, linmix err(Kelly 2007), and
are corrected for selection- and regression-induced biases
using the procedure described below.
All of the clusters in the BOXSZ sample were selected
based on the availability of Chandra X-ray data. In ad-
dition to this, several other factors affected the selection
process. First, some clusters were chosen to have high
X-ray luminosities and spectroscopic temperatures un-
der the expectation that these X-ray observables would
correlate with a bright SZE signal. Second, moderate
redshift clusters were given preference because those clus-
ters were expected to have r500 values within the result-
ing 14′×14′ Bolocam image. Finally, as there already
was a large degree of overlap with the MACS z > 0.5
(Ebeling et al. 2007) and CLASH (Postman et al. 2012)
samples, a few clusters were chosen so that BOXSZ would
have complete observations for these two catalogs. Out
of concern that the ad hoc nature of the BOXSZ clus-
ter selection would bias the measured scaling relations,
selection effects specific to our cluster sample have been
modeled. This procedure, which includes correlations in
the intrinsic scatter of different observables at fixed mass
and redshift, is discussed in Appendix D. As expected,
due to its large intrinsic scatter, the θl|m relation is most
influenced by selection effects associated with how the
BOXSZ clusters were originally drawn from X-ray flux
limited samples. Due to the weak covariance of Lx with
TX and YSZ, the BOXSZ selection has very little impact
on the θt|m and θy|m relations, although our underly-
ing fitting procedure does produce small biases in those
two relations, which we correct for. The selection-bias-
corrected scaling relations are presented in Table 4, and
the correction factors are given in Table 7 of Appendix D.
We note that the uncertainties given in Table 4 do not in-
corporate the regression- and selection-induced bias cor-
rection uncertainties given in Table 7, which should be
considered to be systematic uncertainties on the best-
fit scaling relation parameters. The recovered θt|m and
θl|m relations are consistent within 2σ with those pre-
sented using a full Bayesian analysis of a sample of 94
clusters in M10. The scaling relation results will be dis-
cussed in detail in Section 6.
All of the uncertainties in Table 4 are directly obtained
from the standard deviation of the posterior output of the
best-fit parameters obtained from linmix err. While
these uncertainties do not account for the covariances
and non-gaussianities in the measurement uncertainties
of the observables, we have checked that this omission
has a small effect. Specifically, our fits to the ensemble
of mock cluster realizations in Appendix D fully sample
the Y2500 and M2500 noise distributions, including their
covariance (e.g., see Figure 3), and we find that the stan-
dard deviations of the best-fit scaling relation parameters
from these ensembles of fits for both the Y2500–M2500 and
TX–M500 relations are within 15% of the uncertainties
obtained from linmix err. One can therefore attribute
an additional 15% systematic uncertaintiy to the uncer-
tainties we have quoted for the best-fit Y2500–M2500 scal-
Table 4
Measured Scaling Relations for BOXSZ Cluster Sample.
θ β0 β1 β1,SS σ
Y2500–M2500 0.12±0.03 1.06±0.12 5/3 0.11±0.04
YX–M2500 0.06±0.02 1.36±0.06 5/3 0.03±0.03
Y2500–YX −0.05±0.03 0.84±0.07 1 0.09±0.03
TX–M2500 −0.13±0.02 0.35±0.05 2/3 0.05±0.02
Note. — First column, scaling relation; second column,
intercept, β0; third column, slope, β1; fourth column, β1,SS,
predicted slope for the self-similar model; and fifth column,
intrinsic scatter σ. Except for Y2500 − YX , all relations are
corrected for selection effects (see Section 5 and Appendix D).
ing relation parameters. While we have not performed
such checks for the YX–M2500 and TX–M2500 scaling rela-
tions, there is no reason to expect that they would show
greater inconsistency.
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All of the measured BOXSZ scaling relations are given
in Table 4, and Y2500–YX and Y2500–M2500 relations are
plotted in Figure 7. Starting with the Y2500–YX relation,
we measure the slope, β
y|yx
1 = 0.84± 0.07, to be approx-
imately 2σ from unity. For the Y2500–M2500 relation,
plotted in the right-hand panel of Figure 7, we measure
a best-fit slope β
y|m
1 = 1.06 ± 0.12, which is approxi-
mately 5σ away from the self-similar slope of 5/3. The
Y2500–M2500 slope contrasts with previously published
results, which are all consistent with self-similarity. We
compare our measurements with these previous results
in the following section.
For consistency, we check to see whether our X-ray
data also exhibit deviations from self-similarity, and we
include the best-fit TX–M2500 and YX–M2500 scaling rela-
tions to the BOXSZ sample in Table 4 as well. The best-
fit slope for the TX–M2500 relation, β
t|m
1 =0.35± 0.05, is
also inconsistent with a self-similar slope of 2/3. For the
YX–M2500 relation, we measure β
yx|m
1 =1.36±0.06. These
measured slopes are 2.5σ shallower than the correspond-
ing M10 results based on 94 clusters, which use a similar
X-ray analysis (but at r500 rather than r2500). Similar to
M10 (but with greater significance), our results for the
Y2500–M2500, YX–M2500 and TX–M2500 scaling relations
all have shallower slopes than self-similar predictions.
We measure the fractional intrinsic scatter in Y2500 at
fixed YX to be (21±7)% and the fractional intrinsic scat-
ter in Y2500 at fixed M2500 to be (25±9)%, both of which
are consistent with previous measurements of the intrin-
sic scatter (see Table 6). These measured values of the
intrinsic scatter, however, are larger than the 10–15%
scatter predicted by simulations(e.g., Nagai 2006; Fabjan
et al. 2011; Battaglia et al. 2012; Sembolini et al. 2013).
The difference between the predicted and measured scat-
ters may be due to additional sources of measurement
uncertainty, projection effects, and/or astrophysics not
yet accounted for in the simulations. In our particular
case, some of the additional scatter may also be due to
our use of a cylindrical Y2500, as described in Section 4.1,
but we expect this difference to be small based on re-
cent simulations Battaglia et al. (2012) and because our
intrinsic scatter is consistent with other measurements
based on spherical YSZ.
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Figure 7. Observed Y2500–YX (left panel), and Y2500–M2500 (right panel) scaling relations for the BOXSZ sample. The black data points
represent the measured parameters and their 1σ uncertainties. The dashed black line represents the best-fit to the data and the 1σ and
2σ uncertainties are depicted by the light gray and dark gray shading, respectively. These uncertainties correspond to the 68% and 95%
joint likelihood of the measured slope and intercept for a given scaling relation. These fits are corrected for selection effects and small
biases associated with our fitting procedure. The uncorrected fit for the Y2500–M2500 relation is given by the dashed red line. The blue
line represents the best fit to the data with a fixed self-similar slope.
6.1. Physically Motivated θy|m Consistency Checks
A range of consistency checks have been performed on
the data not only to test the robustness of the results but
also to search for possible physical effects that are not
described by the parameterization chosen for the scaling
relations. First, we perform a series of split tests, fitting
scaling relations to subsamples of the BOXSZ sample se-
lected on redshift, w500 (our chosen proxy for a cluster’s
dynamical state, introduced in Section 3), and M2500,
to test if our scaling relations have any dependence on
these parameters. We correct all of these measurements
for selection and regression biases using the values in Ta-
ble 7, which are calculated for the full BOXSZ sample.
Additional regression biases might arise as the sample
size decreases, and the samples selected on M2500 will
be particularly affected due to the decreased dynamic
range of the fits. We measure this additional bias by
repeating our split-test procedure on 100 mock BOXSZ
cluster samples, which we generate starting from the 45
measured M2500 values of the BOXSZ sample, applying
the best-fit scaling relations, and adding unique Gaus-
sian realizations of intrinsic scatter and measurement
noise.14 In addition, we have fit subsets of clusters split
into cool-core and non-cool-core samples as defined in
Sayers et al. (2013a). These split tests show no evidence
of larger-than-expected deviations from the sample-to-
sample variation of the best-fit scaling relation param-
eters of the mock samples. We therefore conclude that
14 These mock samples are created in a less sophisticated manner
than those generated to characterize the selection- and regression-
induced biases discussed in Section 5 (and fully described in Ap-
pendix D). Specifically, we did not account for any covariance in the
Y2500 and M2500 measurement uncertainties when characterizing
the regression bias of our split test measurements. Since the cor-
relation coefficient, r, in the measurement noise is small (r < 0.2
for most clusters), and we do not expect the covariance to scale
with redshift, M2500, or cluster morphology, we do not expect that
this will significantly affect our results. We then correct the mock
samples and the BOXSZ sample for these biases. In Figure 8, we
plot the results, and in Table 5, we give the measured parameters
for subsamples of 23 clusters.
Table 5
Y2500–M2500 scaling relations for subsamples of 23 clusters
selected on redshift, w500, and M2500.
Sample β
y|m
1 β
y|m
0 σ
y|m
z ≤ 0.42 1.08± 0.19 0.11± 0.04 0.13± 0.05
z ≥ 0.42 1.02± 0.16 0.15± 0.07 0.12± 0.05
w500 ≤ 0.7× 10−2 0.96± 0.18 0.11± 0.07 0.13± 0.05
w500 ≥ 0.7× 10−2 1.08± 0.13 0.14± 0.04 0.09± 0.04
M2500 ≤ 3.0× 1014M 1.10± 0.31 0.14± 0.05 0.13± 0.05
M2500 ≥ 3.0× 1014M 1.22± 0.31 0.07± 0.13 0.10± 0.04
Note. — The slope (β
y|m
1 ), intercept (β
y|m
0 ), and intrinsic scatter
(σy|m), are measured using the formalism described in Section 5 and
corrected for selection effects using the values given in Table 7.
our Y2500–M2500 scaling relations show no evidence of
redshift, morphology, or mass dependence.
Since the value of r2500 (in Mpc) is relatively constant
over the sample, splitting the sample based on redshift is
approximately equivalent to splitting based on angular
size. Therefore, there is no evidence, given our mea-
surement uncertainties, that the scaling relation results
depend on cluster angular size, indicating that the high-
pass filtering (and consequent deconvolution, including
the signal offset estimation) has been properly accounted
for.
We next explore the model dependence of our results
by measuring the scaling relations using Y2500 values ob-
tained using the 1-MP model rather than the minimal
model given in Table 2. Recall that the 1-MP model is
preferred for only 16 of the BOXSZ clusters. While all
of the scaling relations derived using Y2500 values based
on the 1-MP model are consistent with those derived us-
ing the selected minimal model, we note that the slope
of the Y2500–M2500 scaling relation thus obtained is 1.5σ
steeper than our fiducial fit.
We further examine how our results depend on the ex-
act shape of the pressure profile model. The first test
that we perform is to use the morphology-dependent
14
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Color Contours       : simulated sample median and 1σ sample-to-sample variation.Figure 8. Measured Y2500–M2500 scaling relation parameters for various subsamples of BOXSZ clusters. Fit parameters (from top to
bottom): slope (β
y|m
1 ), intercept (β
y|m
0 ), and scatter (θy|m). Selection parameters (from left to right): redshift (z), degree of disturbance
(w500), and mass (M2500). Subsamples are selected to include only those clusters with measured parameters to the right of the particular
data point’s position on the x-axis. Starting with the full sample of 45 clusters, the sample size decreases by one cluster per data point
going from left to right and ends at the sample’s median value. The values in the middle column are descending instead of ascending. Black
curves represent the fits to the selected subsamples of BOXSZ clusters. The dashed gray lines are the fiducial measured scaling relation
parameters for the full cluster sample (see Table 4). We estimate additional regression biases by repeating the procedure on 100 mock
cluster samples, and we correct the BOXSZ and mock cluster sample scaling relations using the median best-fit scaling relation parameters
of these samples. The colored bands indicate the 68% fluctuation range of the measured mock cluster scaling relation parameters, centered
on the fiducial values. The behavior of the data is consistent with this fluctuation range.
pressure profile parameters given in Arnaud10 for those
clusters which we classify as relaxed or disturbed in
Section 3. The results are indistinguishable from our
adopted method, further indicating that the results do
not depend strongly on the parametric model adopted
to constrain the signal offset.
The second test that we perform is to see how our
results change when using the Bolocam pressure profile
as presented in Sayers et al. (2013a). The median of
the best-fit χ2 values, ellipticities (), and scale radii
(r500/c500) remain approximately the same, although
with some scatter. The median value of p0 is lower by
approximately 1σ, likely due to the fact that the Bolo-
cam pressure profile has a lower normalization than the
Arnaud10 pressure profile (4.3P500 compared to 8.4P500).
In addition, the Y2500 values are higher by approximately
1σ for all clusters. This is caused by the Bolocam pres-
sure profile being shallower at large radii, resulting in a
higher value of the mean signal level for the deconvolved
maps. When we fix the number of model parameters,
the measured scaling relations are negligibly different for
the two pressure profiles. However, when we perform the
scaling relation fits using the minimal model determined
for each cluster, use of the Bolocam pressure profile re-
sults in a Y2500–M2500 slope that is steeper by 0.8σ. This
is due to the fact that the 1-MP fit is favored more of-
ten with the Bolocam pressure profile than the Arnaud10
profile, and, as described above, the slope from the 1-MP
fits tends to be slightly steeper.
In conclusion, after repeating our analysis using differ-
ent pressure models and different degrees of freedom in
our models, none of the alternative fits are significantly
different from our fiducial results.
6.2. Comparison With Previous Studies
Table 6 lists some of the relevant characteristics of
the three main studies to which we compare this study.
These studies measure SZE-X-ray scaling relations using
OVRO/BIMA/Chandra (Bonamente et al. 2008, here-
after B08), Planck/XMM (Planck Collaboration 2011b,
hereafter P11), and SPT/Chandra/XMM (Andersson
et al. 2011, hereafter A11) data. A direct compari-
son, however, is made challenging because of differences
between the X-ray mass proxies, selection criteria, and
analysis methodologies adopted in each study. To avoid
systematic differences associated with the different mass
15
Table 6
Overview of Various SZE-X-ray Scaling Relation Studies.
Name SZE data X-ray data Proxy ∆ β
y|m
1 σy|m β
y|yx
1 σy|yx Nlz : Nhz M500[10
14M]
this work Bolocam CXO Mgas 2500 1.06± 0.12 0.11± 0.04 0.84± 0.07 0.09± 0.03 22 : 23 [3.9, 24.9]
B08 OVRO/BIMA CXO HSE 2500 1.66± 0.20 · · · · · · · · · 22 : 16 [2.0, 16.2]
A11 SPT CXO/XMM YX 500 1.67± 0.29 0.09± 0.05 0.90± 0.17 0.07± 0.05 3 : 12 [3.5, 11.8]
P11 Planck XMM YX 500 1.74± 0.08 0.10± 0.01 0.95± 0.04 0.10± 0.01 59 : 3 [2.4, 19.7]
Note. — First column: SZE scaling relation study under consideration, including, Bonamente et al. (2008, B08), Andersson
et al. (2011, A11), and Planck Collaboration (2011b, P11). Second and third columns: the SZE and X-ray instruments
with which the data were taken for each particular study. CXO stands for Chandra X-Ray Observatory. Fourth column:
the particular X-ray mass proxy implemented, which is discussed in Section 6.2. Fifth column: the critical overdensity
out to which YSZ and Mtot are integrated. The sixth through ninth columns, from left to right, give the measured slopes
and intrinsic scatters for the YSZ–Mtot and YSZ–YX scaling relations for the given study. Tenth column: the number of
clusters below and above the BOXSZ median redshift of 〈z〉 = 0.42. For A11, the βy|m1 values are given for Yspher and the
β
y|yx
1 values are given for Ycyl. The final column gives the range of M500 masses used in each particular study. The B08
M500 values are approximated from the measured M2500 values by multiplying them by a factor of 2. Despite the variety in
YSZ–Mtot relations, the YSZ–YX relations are consistent between the various scaling relation studies.
proxies used for each study, it is helpful to consider the
YSZ–Mgas and the YSZ–YX relations as well. We explore
the key similarities and differences between our results
and these particular scaling relation studies below.
B08 present the first observed YSZ–Mtot scaling rela-
tions for a sizeable cluster sample using OVRO/BIMA
SZE measurements and Chandra X-ray data. The sam-
ple consists of 38 clusters, with a median redshift of 〈z〉 =
0.30, and all parameters are derived within r2500. M2500,
Mgas,2500, and Y2500 values are obtained by spherically
integrating joint SZE/X-ray fits to spherical isothermal
β-models, and clusters are assumed to be in HSE. The
M2500 values in the B08 sample span from 1.0 × 1014
M to 8.1× 1014 M. Of the three cluster samples that
are considered in this section, the B08 sample is most
similar to the BOXSZ one in terms of redshift, mass, and
cluster selection. In fact, the two samples share 21 clus-
ters in common. B08 measure a Y2500–Mgas,2500 slope of
1.41± 0.13 and Y2500–M2500 slope of 1.66± 0.20.
An important item to consider when comparing our
study to B08 is that while we, together with the other
analyses considered in this work, explicitly fit for intrinsic
scatter in YSZ at fixed Mtot, B08 quantify the individual
sources of scatter as part of their systematic and statis-
tical measurement uncertainty. These sources of scatter
are calculated in LaRoque et al. (2006) and include: ki-
netic SZE, radio point source contamination, aspheric-
ity, hydrostatic equilibrium, and isothermality. Conse-
quently, in addition to measurement error, B08 include a
20% and a 10% fractional uncertainty in their M2500 and
Y2500 measurements, respectively. Including additional
uncertainty in this way, however, is not equivalent to si-
multaneously fitting for the intercept, slope and intrinsic
scatter of the scaling relation.
Interestingly, when we fit the B08 data using the
linmix err method (and without including the addi-
tional systematic component to the individual uncertain-
ties), we measure β
y|m
1 = 1.15±0.15, βy|m0 = −0.14±0.03,
and σy|m= 0.12± 0.02, which are similar to the BOXSZ
results. This exercise demonstrates the complexity of
comparing scaling relations parameters calculated using
different methodologies. While a rigorous comparison of
the error budgets between our study and that of B08 is
beyond the scope of this paper, this result suggests that
at least part of the discrepancy between our work and
the B08 results is due to a fundamental difference in how
each study models intrinsic scatter versus measurement
uncertainty.
The sample for the second study under consideration
in this section, A11, consists of 15 SZE-significance se-
lected clusters, with 0.29 < z < 1.08, within the SPT
178 deg2 survey. The nature of an SZE significance-
limited selection of clusters from a relatively small sur-
vey results in a less massive cluster selection than the
BOXSZ sample—all but one of the A11 clusters lie be-
low the BOXSZ median 〈M500〉 = 9.1 × 1014M. A
further difference is that they use r500 as their integra-
tion radius. A11 calculate both spherical and cylindrical
Y500 values by integrating cluster-specific pressure mod-
els derived from X-ray-constrained ne and Tx paramet-
ric models, allowing the SZE data to constrain only the
overall normalization. A11 measure β
y|yx
1 = 0.90 ± 0.17
using cylindrical Y500. A11 derive M500 values from the
M500–YX relation of V09, with β
m|yx
1 = 0.57 ± 0.03, and
measure β
y|m
1 = 1.67 ± 0.29, using spherical Y500. A11
characterize their selection bias using simulated SZE sky
maps derived directly from N-body simulations (includ-
ing semi-analytic distributions of cluster gas) to estimate
how their detection significance depends on Y500.
The next sample that we compare our results with,
P11, contains 62 clusters and is the largest sample con-
sidered in this work. This sample was constructed pri-
marily based on membership in both the Planck Early
Release Compact Source Catalog (Planck Collaboration
2011a) and the Meta Catalog of X-ray Clusters (Piffaretti
et al. 2011). It shares a similar mass range (2×1014M<
M500 < 2× 1015M) but covers lower redshifts than the
BOXSZ cluster sample. Of the 62 clusters in the P11
sample, 59 lie below the median BOXSZ redshift. Sim-
ilar to A11, P11 use r500 as an integration radius and
YX as a mass proxy. Y500 is calculated by assuming the
universal pressure model given in Arnaud10, allowing the
SZE data to constrain the overall normalization of the
cylindrically projected model out to 5r500, which is then
converted to a spherically integrated Y500. They measure
16
β
y|mg
1 = 1.39 ± 0.06 and βy|yx1 = 0.95 ± 0.04.15 P11 de-
rive M500 from the M500–YX relation of Arnaud10, with
β
m|yx
1 = 0.548 ± 0.027, and measure βy|m1 = 1.74 ± 0.08.
While there are similarities between the P11 and BOXSZ
calculation of selection effects (both sample simulation-
derived mass functions to construct mock cluster catalogs
with scaling-relation-derived observables), there are key
differences in our methodologies. First, P11 do not allow
their assumed X-ray scaling relations to float and they
do not include covariance in intrinsic scatter. Also, since
P11 use a different regression method, the level of re-
gression bias may differ. Another difference is that their
sample is partially SZE-selected. Interestingly, while P11
estimate their selection bias for the Y500–M500 power-law
index to be negligible, their estimated selection bias for
the Y500–Mgas relation is not negligible, necessitating a
correction from β
y|mg
1 = 1.39 to β
y|mg
1 = 1.48. This dif-
ference in bias correction is in contrast with our method,
where, given the similar treatment of Mgas and Mtot in
our selection function characterization, our corrections
to β
y|m
1 and β
y|mg
1 would be approximately equal.
Even more recently, Bender et al. (2014, hereafter B14)
have presented YSZ–Mgas, YSZ–TX, and YSZ–YX scaling
relations for 35 clusters observed with APEX-SZ. They
derive YSZ cluster observables by spherically integrating
the best-fit Arnaud10 pressure profile out to r500, where
r500 is derived from the Vikhlinin et al. (2006) X-ray
based r500–TX scaling relation. As their sample contains
some non-detections, they have decided to use a modified
version of linmix err and perform a linear, instead of
a logarithmic, regression analysis. They still model and
constrain intrinsic scatter in a fashion identical to our
analysis, as a Gaussian variance on the logarithmic scal-
ing. B14 measure the YSZ–YX slope to be consistent with
unity, β
y|yx
1 = 0.98
+0.07
−0.12. Although B14 do not measure
YSZ–Mtot scaling relations, we can compare our result
for this relation to their YSZ–Mgas result because we as-
sume constant fgas. They measure a power-law index of
1.16+0.10−0.17, which is within 1σ of our result. Despite the
agreement, B14 measure a fractional intrinsic scatter in
Y500 at fixed mass over twice as large (55±7)% as the
BOXSZ results. As with all of the previously discussed
YSZ–Mtot analyses, the extent to which we can compare
our results to B14 is limited. The B14 Mgas measure-
ments are not derived in a uniform fashion, and they
specifically note that their intrinsic scatter measurement
is considerably reduced (down to 12% in one instance)
when using subsets of data with uniformly analyzed X-
ray data.
Our measured YSZ–Mtot power-law index is in some
tension with current state-of-the-art simulations, such as
those by Fabjan et al. (2011), Battaglia et al. (2012),
and Sembolini et al. (2013). Under a variety of phys-
ically motivated scenarios, with sample redshifts rang-
ing from z = 0 to z = 1, these simulations give values
for the power-law index of Y500–M500 between 1.60 and
1.75. Some of these differences might be due to the low
15 The recent scaling relations derived in Planck Collaboration
(2013a) contain an additional 9 confirmed clusters with respect to
the P11 sample. As the results from this slightly expanded sample
are very similar to P11, they are not explicitly examined in this
analysis.
mass range of the particular simulations or the use of
∆ = 500 instead of ∆ = 2500 (see e.g., Fabjan et al.
2011; Battaglia et al. 2012). This, however, is not the
case for Sembolini et al. (2013), who make measurements
at both ∆ = 500 and ∆ = 2500 and specifically limit
their sample to high cluster masses. They measure the
YSZ–Mtot power-law index to be consistent with the self-
similar prediction at both overdensities, and they mea-
sure the YSZ–Mgas slope to become shallower at higher
overdensities: from 1.61 at ∆ = 500 to 1.48 at ∆ = 2500
(including CSF but not AGN feedback). One possible
explanation for the discrepancy between our results and
simulations is that the YSZ–Mtot relation is not a sin-
gle power law, although it is generally modeled as such.
Consideration of such a deviation is motivated by the
results of Stanek et al. (2010) and by our analysis of
the Sembolini et al. (2013) simulation (Appendix E and
Figure E.4), which suggest a flattening of the power-law
relationship between fgas and Mtot at high mass.
6.3. Discussion
Part of the discrepancy between the A11, P11, and
BOXSZ results might be a result of physical differences
between the cluster samples themselves. The A11 sam-
ple, for example, spans a similar redshift range but a
lower mass range than the BOXSZ sample. In contrast,
the P11 sample covers a lower redshift range but a nearly
identical mass range. Based on these samples, it seems
unlikely that either a mass or redshift dependence alone
can explain the incompatibility of the present results
with these other analyses. Furthermore, in Section 6.1,
when we fit subsamples selected on redshift, w500, and
Mtot, we find that there is no evidence in our data that
the Y2500–Mtot scaling relations depend on these param-
eters. Another possibility is that the differences in our
results arise due to our choice of r2500 as the radius of
integration. Again, this hypothesis alone is not sufficient
to explain all of the discrepancies, as B08 also use r2500 as
an integration radius.16
The discrepancies might also be explained by dif-
ferences in YSZ estimation and scaling relation fit-
ting methodologies between the different groups. The
largely model-independent method by which we estimate
YSZ does differ from these previous studies, which have
relied on parameterized models with shapes constrained
using X-ray data. A bias induced by the highly X-ray-
constrained models employed in the B08, A11, P11 re-
sults could therefore potentially explain the difference
between their results and ours. When we naively re-
fit the B08 sample including intrinsic scatter, however,
we find a result similar to the BOXSZ scaling relations,
suggesting that, in this case, the discrepancy with the
BOXSZ results is more likely due to differences in fitting
method and error estimation.
We conclude that, if the differences between the var-
ious YSZ scaling relations are primarily due to system-
atic differences in the estimation of the YSZ values, their
uncertainties, and/or the fitting methodologies them-
selves, these differences are not easily teased apart and
require a systematic cross-calibration between the dif-
ferent groups, which is beyond the scope of the current
16 Note, however, that we obtain good agreement with B08 when
the same regression algorithm is employed (Section 6.2).
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analysis.
Another difference between the YSZ–Mtot scaling re-
lation analyses is the method by which they correct for
selection effects, if at all. Differences in the adopted mass
function and differences in the treatment of the covari-
ance of the intrinsic scatter between different observables
could bias these results. Since YSZ is a low-scatter ob-
servable at fixed Mtot, P11 and BOXSZ estimate that
selection effects require a . 0.1 correction in the slope of
the YSZ–Mtot scaling relation. The BOXSZ selection bias
estimates are further sensitive to the assumptions of log-
normal intrinsic scatter and the covariance of the YSZ and
Mgas intrinsic scatter, both of which are not sufficiently
constrained using current observations. We estimate that
our lack of information about this covariance might add
a systematic uncertainty of approximately ±0.1 to the
slope of the BOXSZ Y2500–M2500 scaling relations.
If the source of the deviation of the YSZ–Mtot scal-
ing relations from self-similar predictions is not due to
systematics in our YSZ analysis, then the TX–M2500 scal-
ing relation should also be affected. This is indeed the
case. M10 measure a TX–M2500 power-law index at r500
of β
t|m
1 = 0.48 ± 0.04, over 4σ shallower than the self-
similar prediction of 2/3. M10 explore potential reasons
for a TX–Mtot slope that is shallower than self-similar
predictions, such as an excess heating mechanism in the
cluster core, and we refer the reader to that work for
more details. The BOXSZ power-law index is even shal-
lower than that measured in M10 and is 6σ shallower
than self-similar predictions. Since the BOXSZ and M10
samples have similar mass ranges, use the same mass
function to account for selection effects, and none of our
scaling relation results indicate any redshift dependence
(see Section 6.1), we do not believe that the difference
between our results is due to any selection-dependent,
mass-dependent, or redshift-dependent effect. However,
it is possible that the inconsistencies between the two
analyses are due to the different overdensity radii em-
ployed (r2500 for BOXSZ versus r500 for M10), poten-
tially enhanced by statistical fluctuations.
As for the discrepancies between the BOXSZ, A11,
and P11 results, possible systematic differences in the
Mtot estimates would directly propagate to differences
in the measured scaling relation slopes. Given the rela-
tively high mass range of our sample, we have estimated
masses by adopting a constant-fgas model, a choice which
is widely supported in the literature. A related issue
is that of calibration of X-ray temperature (and hence
HSE mass) measurements, which potentially affects all
scaling relations that rely on HSE masses. We address
these questions in more detail in Appendix E. There, we
demonstrate that the BOXSZ Y2500–M2500 power-law in-
dex can be made consistent with the A11 and P11 results
if we assume fgas to have a similar power-law scaling
(fgas ∝ M0.22500) as that of their adopted mass proxies:
V0917 and Arnaud1018, respectively. Conversely, similar
17 V09 formulate their fgas–Mtot relation slightly differently
than we do in this analysis, but, as we show in Figure E.4
of Appendix E, their results are approximately consistent with
fgas,500 ∝M0.2500.
18 Although Arnaud2010 do not specifically measure the fgas–
Mtot relation, their analysis and results are fully consistent with
Pratt et al. (2009), who measure fgas,500 ∝M0.21±0.03500 .
consistency could have been obtained had we scaled the
A11 and P11 results to a constant-fgas model. We con-
clude that much of the discrepancy between the BOXSZ
YSZ–Mtot power-law index and those of P11 and A11 is
driven by differences in Mtot calibration.
Note that the YSZ–YX relation is largely immune to
systematics related to Mtot, making it the most straight-
forward of our results to compare to the literature. Here,
the agreement in the measurements summarized in Ta-
ble 6 is encouraging. As for the disagreements among
measurements of the YSZ–Mtot relation, we can only con-
clude at this point that there must be systematic differ-
ences associated with the SZE and/or X-ray data anal-
ysis or the methods used to fit the scaling relations and
to account for selection biases. If the YSZ–Mtot slope is
significantly shallower than the value found in hydrody-
namic simulations, as our analysis concludes, this is an
indication that some important astrophysical processes
have yet to be accounted for in the simulations.
7. SUMMARY AND DIRECTIONS OF FUTURE WORK
We present SZE measurements for the BOXSZ sam-
ple of 45 galaxy clusters collected with Bolocam at 140
GHz. Relative to most cluster catalogs, BOXSZ is a dis-
tant (median redshift of 〈z〉 = 0.42), massive (median
〈M2500〉 = 3.0 × 1014M), and hot (TX& 5 keV) sam-
ple of galaxy clusters. Using the SZE data, we deter-
mine scaling relations between our measured Y2500 and
Chandra X-ray measurements of M2500 and YX. We ac-
count for various sources of systematic biases in our noise
characterization, including contamination from other as-
tronomical sources, and loss of SZE signal from noise-
filtering and beam-smoothing effects. We find that the
modeled uncertainties are minimized at r2500 and we
therefore present all results using this aperture radius.
We characterize the selection effects due to our ad hoc
cluster sample by simulating and analyzing mock data
sets (Appendix D). We find that such selection effects
create biases that are smaller than or comparable to
our measurement uncertainties, and we fully account
for these biases in our analysis. We measure a slope
of 0.84 ± 0.07 for the Y2500–YX relation, consistent with
previously published results. Furthermore, we measure
a slope of of 1.06 ± 0.12 for the Y2500–M2500 relation,
which is approximately 5σ shallower than predicted by
self-similarity and inconsistent with previously measured
YSZ–Mtot results. We have also fit scaling relations to
subsamples of clusters based on cuts in redshift and mor-
phology, and we find results that are consistent with
those obtained from the full BOXSZ sample.
To reconcile the differences between the various YSZ–
Mtot scaling results in the literature, one must ensure
that both the data and the analysis techniques employed
are consistent. The values of YSZ obtained using different
instruments and different analysis techniques should be
compared using as large a set of common clusters from
the available samples as possible. Multi-probe data sets,
particularly those with both strong- and weak-lensing
constraints, will allow for robustly estimated masses at a
range of overdensity radii, including our choice of r2500.
With self-consistent YSZ and Mtot measurements, one
can then explore the consistency between the different
scaling relation measurement techniques, such as the de-
18
pendence of these scaling relations on the choice of in-
tegration radius and the corrections of selection biases.
Ultimately, a fully consistent analysis of all of these clus-
ter samples should be able to resolve these discrepancies
and give a unified treatment across a larger range of mass
and redshift than any of the individual analyses alone.
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APPENDIX
A. MEAN SIGNAL OFFSET DETERMINATION FOR THE BOXSZ NOISE REALIZATIONS
In Section 4.4, we explained how we constrain the mean signal level of the deconvolved images using the minimal
model fit to the data. Here, we describe an analogous procedure to constrain the mean signal level of the deconvolved
noise realizations, which we use to characterize our overall Y2500 uncertainty. First, we define the following types of
two-dimensional images:
d: image of the processed Bolocam data
m: best-fit minimal model to d, convolved with the Bolocam transfer function (i.e., valid for comparison with d, the
image of the processed data)
M : best-fit minimal model to d, not convolved with the Bolocam transfer function (i.e., the unfiltered version of the
model)
ni: i
th noise realization of the processed Bolocam data
We also define a deconvolution operator, D, which transforms an image of the processed Bolocam data into an image
free from the filtering effects of the Bolocam processing. The exact details of the deconvolution operator are described
in Section 5 of Sayers et al. (2011). Briefly, we define the transfer function of the Bolocam data processing in the
two-dimensional Fourier space of the image. Therefore, the deconvolution is performed by Fourier transforming the
processed image d, dividing the result by the two-dimensional transfer function, and then Fourier transforming back
to physical image space.
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Following the procedure detailed in Section 4.4, we then produce deconvolved images with a constrained mean signal
level according to
D(d)′ = D(d)− 〈D(d)〉jA + 〈M〉jA (A1)
where the angle brackets represent a noise-weighted mean computed from all map pixels j contained within the region
outside of r500/2 (denoted by A and shown in blue in Figure 3). As a result, the deconvolved image has the same
weighted mean signal level as the model in the region outside of r500/2.
To constrain the mean signal level of the noise realizations in an analogous way, we first add the best-fit minimal
model to each noise realization so that it contains an SZE signal similar to the real image. Specifically, we form the
image
δi = ni +m. (A2)
Next, we determine the best-fit model to δi, which we call Mi, and we note that in general Mi is not equal to M due
to the influence of the noise. The deconvolved noise realization with a constrained mean signal level is then computed
according to
D(ni)′ = D(ni)− 〈D(δi)〉jA + 〈Mi〉jA. (A3)
Therefore, the mean signal level of each noise realization depends on the model-fitting procedure in the same way as
the real data, and as a result the set of noise realizations D(ni)′ fully describe the noise properties of the deconvolved
image D(d)′.
B. CHOICE OF INTEGRATION APERTURE
The fractional uncertainty on the integrated value of YSZ tends to increase relatively sharply with increasing radius
(as demonstrated in Figure B.1, by approximately a factor of two between r2500 and r500). This is because the noise
spectrum of the deconvolved Bolocam images increases at large angular scales, while the SZE signal drops with radius.
We have therefore chosen to use r2500 as the integration radius for our analysis as it is the smallest commonly used
overdensity radius which is large enough to approximately capture the global properties of the cluster. An additional
motivation for using this smaller radius is that it mitigates the impact of the deconvolved image signal offset that must
be constrained using a parametric model (see Section 4.4 and Appendix A). Furthermore, a few clusters in the BOXSZ
sample have large values of r500 which do not lie within the 10
′×10′ deconvolved images, reinforcing the preference for
the use of r2500.
One consequence of this choice of integration radius is that it is not significantly larger than the Bolocam PSF, and
therefore Y2500 estimates obtained from directly integrating the images are biased low. Effectively, some of the SZE
emission within r2500 appears in the Bolocam image outside of r2500 due to beam smearing. To estimate this bias,
Y2500 is computed using the minimal parametric model determined in Section 4.4, both before and after convolution
with the Bolocam PSF. The Bolocam-measured Y2500 value is then corrected by the ratio of Y2500 values determined
from the un-smoothed and beam-smoothed model for each cluster. This beam-smoothing correction is generally . 10%
and anti-correlated with mass due to the fact that more massive clusters tend to have larger r2500 (see Figure B.1).
Therefore, although this beam-smoothing bias is relatively minor, its mass dependence can bias our scaling relations
and thus we correct for it. Figure B.1 shows the fractional bias due to beam smoothing as well as the fractional
uncertainty on YSZ due to the uncertainty of the mean signal offset. In contrast, relativistic corrections, discussed in
Section 2, tend to have the opposite mass scaling due to the tight correlation between mass and temperature. These
corrections are plotted together with the beam-smoothing corrections in the right-hand panel of Figure B.1.
This choice of integration radius stands in contrast with several observational analyses that adopt r500 as their
integration radius, primarily motivated by simulations that indicate that this region is relatively unaffected by the
non-thermal activity of the cluster core and additional massive structure in the cluster outskirts (Evrard et al. 2008).
Due mainly to observational considerations, many analyses involving X-ray data choose to use r2500 (e.g., Bonamente
et al. 2008). Observationally, the optimal radius is a function of the resolution and sensitivity limit for a particular
telescope. Although the choice of radius is not driven by considerations related to the X-ray analysis, we note that
the use of r2500 is advantageous for the X-ray measurements in two ways. First, for the redshift range of the BOXSZ
cluster sample, reliable X-ray measurements out to r500 using XMM-Newton and Chandra are often difficult to obtain
due to the significant background dominating the dim cluster emissiom; and second, the noise in the Chandra X-ray
measurements is lower at r2500 than r500.
C. MINIMAL MODEL SELECTION
We have implemented a modified version of the F-test to determine the necessity of adding additional parameters to
our pressure profile fit (Bevington & Robinson 1992). The standard F-test statistic calculates the difference between
the χ2-distributions for fits to models with differing numbers of free parameters, normalized by the reduced χ2 of the
original model, and is given by:
Fχ =
χ2(m)− χ2(m+ 1)
χ2(m+ 1)/(N −m− 1) =
∆χ2
χ2ν
. (C1)
The χ2 statistic is computed for both the candidate model with m free parameters and the proposed model with m+1
free parameters, fit to the N data points of the SZE map.
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Figure B.1. Left panel: distribution of the r500 (red) and r2500 (black) values for the BOXSZ sample. Magenta dashed: 7 arcminute
radial extent of the processed BOXSZ maps. Violet dashed: 5 arcminute radial extent of the deconvolved BOXSZ maps. Green triangles:
systematic reduction in Y∆ as a function of integration radius due to the finite size of the Bolocam PSF. Blue squares: uncertainty in Y∆
as a function of integration radius only due to uncertainties in the signal offset of the deconvolved SZE image. Right panel: individual
Y2500 correction factors for the 45 BOXSZ clusters (blue open triangles). These corrections account for the loss of SZE signal inside r2500 due
to beam-smoothing with the Bolocam PSF (red filled triangles) and relativistic effects (black filled triangles). The anti-correlation between
the beam-smoothing correction factor and cluster mass shows that neglecting the beam-smoothing effect would bias our derived slope to
higher values. Nevertheless, this effect is not strong and only affects the slope at approximately the 5% level.
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Figure C.2. A demonstration of the first step of our model selection procedure for the cluster Abell 1423 (see text). This procedure is
used to determine the minimal number of model parameters (MPs) to include in the gNFW fits. Upper panel: (Solid colored curves) The
CDF of χ2 values measured using an input 1-MP model (i.e. a spherical gNFW model with the c500 parameter from Equation 6 fixed to
the Arnaud10 value) added to each of the 1000 noise realizations described in Section 4.3 and fit with various numbers of MPs; (vertical
lines) the measured χ2 values for the observed Bolocam SZE data fit with various numbers of MP. Both for the measured and simulated
χ2 values, the black, green, and blue coloring represent the 1-, 2-, and 3-MP model fits respectively. The red curve represents the expected
χ2 CDF for the data being fit with 1-MP under the assumption of ideal Gaussian noise and is included as a visual aid. The difference
between the red and the black CDFs depicts how an ideal Gaussian χ2-distribution differs from the χ2-distributions derived from our noise
realizations when fit with the same number of MPs. The horizontal line in the center of the CDF curves is drawn to help the reader observe
how the median values for the various noise models differ. Lower panel: (Solid colored curves) For the same model+noise realizations
as in the upper panel, the ∆χ2 distributions for the 2-MP (green) and 3-MP (blue) models relative to the 1-MP model (χ211 − χ212 and
χ211−χ213); (vertical lines) the corresponding ∆χ2 values for the Bolocam SZE data (χ2B1−χ2B2 and χ2B1−χ2B3). The PTE values indicate
the probability that the differenced χ2 values for an input 1-MP model fit with both a 1-MP model and the indicated higher level model
exceed the analogous differenced χ2 values from the observed BOXSZ data. The PTE for the 3-MP model fit is less than 2%, and therefore
the model selection procedure indicates that the 3-MP model is a statistically preferred description of the data. From here, we continue
the model selection at the third step of the procedure, as outlined in the text.
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While our assumption that pixel-to-pixel noise is uncorrelated is sufficient for fitting pressure profiles to our SZE
maps, this is not the case when testing for additional model parameters. We therefore model the χ2 and ∆χ2 dis-
tribution for each gNFW fit to each BOXSZ cluster using the 1000 noise realizations generated for each cluster and
described in Section 4.3, as they contain the full statistical information for the noise. We then select the best-fit cluster
model using these ∆χ2 model distributions using the procedure described below.
First we calculate χ2Bq, which is the χ
2-value for the Bolocam maps, B, fit to each of the four models under
consideration, q. The subscript q ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4] indicates the number of MPs for the model fit. The modeled χ2-
distributions have a slightly different naming convention, χ2pq, and are calculated by adding a representative input
model, with p MPs, to each of the 1000 noise realizations and fitting each one of these model+noise realizations with
a model with q MPs. As can be seen in the upper panel of Figure C.2, each χ2Bq represents a single data point, while
each χ2pq represents an entire modeled χ
2-distribution. As an example, χ213 is the 1000-realization χ
2-distribution for
an input 1-MP model+noise realization fit with a 3-MP model, while χ2B3 represents the observed Bolocam data fit
with a 3-MP model.
We then test for the necessity of additional parameters by comparing the difference of χ2Bq values for two different
q’s with the distribution of the difference of the χ2pq of these same q’s. The lower plot of Figure C.2 depicts χ
2
11 − χ212
and χ211 − χ213 distributions for Abell 1423. The corresponding χ2B1 − χ2B2 and χ2B1 − χ2B3 values are represented
by vertical lines. Since the additional MP represented by the concentration parameter, c500, is independent of the
two additional MPs describing the ellipticity,  and θ, the 2-MP model and the 3-MP model represent two indepen-
dent branches of comparison in our model selection procedure. We implement a hierarchical decision tree to choose
the minimal model for each particular cluster. Starting with the 1-MP model and progressing towards the 4-MP model:
a. First we quantify how our fits improve by allowing c500 to float. Starting with an input 1-MP model, we generate
the χ211 − χ212 distribution for a particular cluster. If χ2B1 − χ2B2 is greater than 98% of the model distribution, the
1-MP model is ruled out and the process proceeds to step b.19 Otherwise, the 1-MP model is determined to be
a sufficient model for this branch and the process continues with step c, which tests the justification for adding
elliptical degrees of freedom to the fits.
b. This step is analogous to step a, but using a 2-MP input model fit with a 4-MP model. The χ2B2 − χ2B4 values
are compared with the χ222 − χ224 distributions. If the χ2B2 − χ2B4 value is greater than 98% of the differenced
χ2 model distribution, the 4-MP model is chosen as the minimal model and the model selection procedure is
finished. Otherwise, the 2-MP model is determined to be a sufficient model along this branch, and the process
proceeds to step c.
c. This is the second branch of the model selection procedure, this time replacing the 2-MP model of steps a and b
with the 3-MP model. Again, if the 4-MP model is selected along this branch, it represents the minimal model and
the process is finished.
d. If both branches select the 1-MP model, then the 1-MP model is chosen.
e. If only one branch selects a 2-MP or a 3-MP model, then the model selected along that branch is chosen.
f. If both the 3-MP model and the 2-MP model are selected, the 2-MP model is chosen, as it has fewer MPs.
D. SCALING RELATION BIAS DUE TO SELECTION EFFECTS
We now assess biases in our measured scaling relations specific to the the ad hoc method by which we chose clusters
for the BOXSZ sample. This procedure also accounts for other biases associated with our fitting procedure, such as
non-Gaussian confidence intervals for our measured M2500 and Y2500 values. Our results, which are presented below,
indicate that selection effects influence the BOXSZ Y2500–M2500 scaling relation by less than the 1σ measurement
uncertainty of the best-fit parameters, and all of the results presented in the body of the manuscript have been
corrected for these effects. This methodology should be generally applicable for other cluster samples that have
non-analytic selection functions.
We now briefly review our mass function formulation. Readers who are already familiar with this formalism and
who are not interested in the specifics of our implementation may skip to the paragraph following Equation D6. The
mass function characterizes the number of clusters per unit volume with masses between [M,M + dM ] and redshifts,
[z, z + dz]:
dn(M, z)
dM
= f(σ)
ρm(z)
M
d lnσ−1
dM
, (D1)
where
f(σ) = A
[(σ
b
)−a
+ 1
]
e−c/σ
2
. (D2)
19 The choice of 98% as a cutoff for the model selection procedure
is necessarily arbitrary, but it is motivated by a desire to have on
average no more than one cluster from our sample of 45 fall above
the cutoff due to a noise fluctuation rather than a true need for an
additional MP in the model fit.
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The σ and ρm(z) terms represent the variance in the matter power spectrum and the mean matter density at the
redshift of the cluster, respectively. We employ the measured values given in Tinker et al. (2008) for ∆ = 300Ωm(z),
[A, a, b, c] = [0.200, 1.52, 2.25, 1.27], as these are the same parameters used in the M10 analysis. Multiplying equation D1
by dV/dz yields the total predicted number of clusters per unit redshift at the redshift of interest:
d2N
dMdz
= f(σ)
ρm(z)
M
d lnσ−1
dM
dV
dz
. (D3)
The variance in the matter power spectrum, σ, is a monotonic function of mass, which evolves with redshift as:
σ(M, z) = σ(M, zinit)
G(z)
G(zinit)
(1 + zinit)
(1 + z)
. (D4)
Here G(z) is the growth function, which we obtain by numerically integrating the following second-order differential
equation derived from the Einstein equations (see Mortonson 2009 for a particularly well-presented introduction to
the topic):
d2G
d ln a
+
(
4 +
d lnH
d ln a
)
dG
d ln a
+
[
3 +
d lnH
d ln a
− 3
2
Ωm(z)
]
G = 0. (D5)
Evrard et al. (2002) demonstrate using N-body simulations that σ(M200, z = 0) is well fit using a log quadratic relation
of the form:
lnσ−1(M200, z = 0) = s0 + s1 lnM200 + s2 (lnM200)
2
. (D6)
We have chosen to use a zinit = 0 calibration of σ(M, z) derived from these simulations and given in Stanek et al.
(2006) for ΩM = 0.3: s0 = 0.667, s1 = 0.281, and s2 = 0.0123. Here we have renormalized the relation from σ8 = 0.9
to σ8 = 0.8 by adding ln(0.9/0.8) to s0.
We sample the Tinker mass function, Equation D3, defined at ∆ = 300Ωm, using a grid of halo masses,
[M300Ωm ,M300Ωm + ∆M300Ωm ], and redshifts, [z, z + ∆z]. Instead of generating a mock sky realization within the
specific solid angle observable with Bolocam, the sky is over-populated with enough clusters as not to introduce nu-
merical selection effects. This corresponds to about eighty times the solid angle observable with Bolocam. The exact
justification for this approach is discussed in more detail later in this Appendix, when we describe specifically how the
candidate mock clusters are selected.
Our procedure to generate masses at different overdensities is designed to be as consistent with the analysis of M10
as possible. Following the procedure given in Hu & Kravtsov (2003), we use the obtained M300Ωm values to generate
M500 values assuming an NFW concentration parameter of c200 = 4.
20 The sum of all the grid points represents the
total mean number of clusters in the parameter range of interest. We have chosen an M500 range from approximately
1.5× 1014 to 4× 1015M, and have confirmed that the measured scaling relation bias is insensitive to any extension
of mass range or increase in cluster density in the mock sky realizations. We randomize the process by assigning
each [M500, z] grid point to a specific segment of probability space (weighted by the mean number of clusters for that
grid point) and then sampling this space until the total number of clusters corresponds to the total mean number of
clusters within the chosen solid angle—approximately 107 clusters, dominated by the least massive halos. While the
mass ratio between ∆ = 300Ωm and ∆ = 500 is not sensitive to the precise value of c200 for typical massive clusters,
the mass ratio between ∆ = 500 and ∆ = 2500 is sensitive to c200 because the NFW scale radius typically falls near
r2500. We therefore use the measured M2500/M500 ratios from Table 3 to assign M2500 values to each mock cluster,
effectively accounting for the concentration parameter specific to each cluster in our data set.
For each of the 45 clusters in the BOXSZ sample, we generate observables for all mock clusters within ∆z = ±0.02
of the given BOXSZ cluster redshift. We apply a complete set of observable-mass scaling relations, Θ (introduced in
Section 5), including a proposed correlation matrix, ρlty, for the intrinsic scatter, to the sampled mock cluster masses
to generate mock l,t, and y observables. Initially, we construct Θ using the X-ray-only scaling relations from M10
and the uncorrected best-fit Y2500–M2500 scaling relation. We determine ρlty using a combination of observational and
simulation results. We adopt the l-t correlation coefficient from the measured value of M10: ρlt = 0.1. However, as
observed measurements of ρly and ρty are limited, we use the simulated results of Stanek et al. (2010, their “pre-heating”
scenario; hereafter, S10) as a starting point from which we estimate our fiducial X-ray observable-YSZ correlation. We
set ρty to 0.6, which is the S10-simulated correlation coefficient between y and a spectroscopic-like temperature. For
ρly, we first note that the M10-observed ρlt = 0.1 is lower than the S10 value of 0.7. This is a result of the use of
bolometric luminosity in S10 as opposed to the use of soft-band 0.1 − 2.4 keV luminosity in M10. As the values of l
we use to characterize our scaling relation bias are calculated in a fashion identical to M10, we set ρly to 0.1 under the
assumption that ρly will be similar to ρlt. Using ρlty, we generate a covariance matrix using the proposed marginalized
intrinsic scatter for the individual observables in Θ, and, to each mock cluster observable (l,t, and y), we add a random
intrinsic scatter realization using the mrandomn21 function in IDL. We add log-normal measurement noise realizations
to the mock l and t values based on the 1σ measurement uncertainties given in Table 3.
20 This concentration parameter is consistent with the M10 anal-
ysis and is close to the empirically derived mean concentration of
the CLASH sample obtained from both a joint weak- and strong-
lensing analysis (Merten et al. 2014, c200 = 3.65 with a standard
deviation of 0.65) as well as from a stacked weak-lensing-only anal-
ysis (Umetsu et al. 2014, c200 = 4.01 with a standard error of
approximately 0.3).
21 http://idlastro.gsfc.nasa.gov/ftp/pro/math/mrandomn.pro
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Figure D.3. Clockwise starting in the top-left panel: the L500–kT , L500–M500, kT–M500, and Y2500–M2500 relations for one realization
of the selection bias simulation. Black data points represent the observed parameter pairs together with their measured 1σ uncertainties.
Purple dots mark the positions of one simBOXSZ sample. The input and median output scaling relations (taken over all simBOXSZ samples)
are depicted by the black dotted and the blue dashed lines, respectively. The uncorrected best-fit scaling relations for the BOXSZ data are
given by the red dashed lines, which by design, closely match the output scaling relations from the simulation. The L500–M500 relation is
most affected in this process, as it the sole observable in the X-ray selection process for most of the clusters.
We formulate the selection function process to mimic our ad hoc selection of galaxy clusters that, to a large extent,
we chose to have TX& 5keV from X-ray luminosity-selected studies. With a full set of observables assigned to each
mock halo, denoted with the subscript m below, we select the mock halo that best matches the measured l and t values
(measured in Section 3) within ∆z = ±0.02 of each BOXSZ cluster, i, using:
argmax
m
L(m|i) = argmax
m
exp
(
− (li − lm)
2
s2l
− (ti − tm)
2
s2t
)
, (D7)
where sl and st are the measurement errors on l and t for a given BOXSZ cluster.
22 The underlying mass function
is thereby indirectly sampled, providing the associated distribution of y values for a given observed BOXSZ cluster.
For the y and mass values, we logarithmically add the noise from a single noise realization described in Section 4.5.
Our choice to add y measurement noise logarithmically is not completely correct, and this is most apparent with 6 of
our clusters where a few (< 10%) of their noise realizations generate negative y values. For this application, we drop
those noise realizations that generate negative y values, and we determine later in this appendix that this treatment
is adequate. We call the 45 selected mock clusters a “simBOXSZ” sample. Each mock cluster is assigned its BOXSZ
analogue cluster’s measured noise model. We repeat the above process and generate a total of 1000 simBOXSZ sample
realizations.
The discrete nature of this selection process motivates our dense sampling of the mass function. Given the rarity of
the high-mass BOXSZ sample clusters in the observable universe, a realistically populated mock sky produces a very
small number of clusters to select as possible counterparts to the true BOXSZ clusters. The nature of an Eddington
bias is such that, for an observable like luminosity that has a large scatter with respect to mass, and given a steeply
falling mass function, that observable is more likely to be obtained from a lower-mass cluster that has an upwards
scattered observable signal than from a higher-mass cluster with the observable matching the value expected from the
scaling relation. Without populating the sky densely enough (∼80 skies), Equation D7 is more likely to choose clusters
22 The argmax operator returns the argument (here the mock galaxy cluster, m) that maximizes L(m|i) for a given cluster, i.
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Table 7
Measured biases in the scaling relation parameters for the BOXSZ
cluster sample due to selection effects.
θ Sample Output Input Out-In
Y2500 −M2500 ∆β1 BOXSZ 1.179 1.071 0.108±0.05
Y2500> 0 1.125 1.038 0.087
∆β0 BOXSZ 0.004 0.120 −0.116±0.05
Y2500> 0 -0.144 -0.050 −0.094
∆σ BOXSZ 0.103 0.109 −0.005±0.005
Y2500> 0 0.098 0.104 −0.006
TX −M500 ∆β1 BOXSZ 0.427 0.389 0.038±0.01
Y2500> 0 0.406 0.369 0.037
∆β0 BOXSZ 0.860 0.863 −0.003±0.03
Y2500> 0 0.871 0.863 0.009
∆σ BOXSZ 0.053 0.055 −0.002±0.005
Y2500> 0 0.056 0.053 0.003
L500 −M500 ∆β1 BOXSZ 0.965 1.282 −0.316±0.07
Y2500> 0 0.765 1.231 −0.475
∆β0 BOXSZ 0.883 0.518 0.365±0.01
Y2500> 0 0.929 0.584 0.3338
∆σ BOXSZ 0.152 0.175 −0.023±0.005
Y2500> 0 0.145 0.168 −0.023
Note. — First column: the scaling relation under investigation.
Second column: the measured scaling parameter. Third column:
the sample under investigation. BOXSZ indicates the full sample
of 45 clusters and Y2500> 0 indicates the sample of 39 clusters whose
Y2500 noise realizations exlusively generate positive Y2500 values.
Fourth, fifth and sixth columns indicate the best-fit scaling relation
of the simBOXSZ sample, the input into the simulation after match-
ing the output scaling relations to the best-fit values obtained from
the real data, and the difference of these two values, where the in-
put is subtracted from the output. We indicate the Y2500 −M2500
selection bias corrections in bold font as these are the main results of
this section and the other entries have only been included as consis-
tency checks. The uncertainties indicate the range of scaling relations
biases (“Out-In”) obtained when varying the intrinsic scatter corre-
lation values between Lx, TX, and Y2500 over the uncertainty ranges
discussed in the text.
with systematically low mock luminosities, which would introduce an additional, unwanted selection effect.
An example of the process by which we choose these mock clusters is given in the top-left panel of Figure D.3. The
figure depicts the distribution of L500 versus TX for one of the simBOXSZ samples. Due to the increased density at the
low-mass end of the mass function, it is extremely likely to find a cluster in the simulation with almost exactly the same
luminosity-temperature properties as the cluster under consideration. At the more massive end, the difference between
the measured and mock parameters is larger but generally within the measurement error. To maximize computational
speed, the final cluster density was chosen such that a further increase was not observed to significantly change the
results.
We fit scaling relations to each of the simBOXSZ samples and find the median fit parameters over all 1000 simBOXSZ
samples. We then compare the median simBOXSZ scaling relation parameters to the uncorrected scaling relation fit
to the true BOXSZ data. We iterate this entire process, perturbing the input Θ until the median best-fit parameters
of the simBOXSZ samples match the best-fit parameters of the true BOXSZ data. We find that the θy|m bias is
unchanged when we match the output simBOXSZ scaling relations over the range of scaling relation parameters
consistent with the BOXSZ scaling relation measurement uncertainties. In Figure D.3, we compare the BOXSZ and
the simBOXSZ-measured θl|m500 , θt|m500 , and θy|m2500 .
We repeat this process, perturbing all of the initial scaling relation parameters by amounts greater than or equal
to their measurement uncertainties. When using a fixed covariance matrix, we find that our results do not depend
on these initial conditions. We further explore how our chosen value for the correlation of the intrinsic scatter of the
various observables affects the bias in the scaling relations due to selection effects. Since we adopted ρlt = 0.1 from the
M10 measured value, we perturb this by the M10 measurement error ±0.2 and measure how this changes the results.
Due to limited observational constraints on the covariance of YSZ with X-ray parameters, we treat ρly and ρty in an
analogous manner and also perturb them by ±0.2. Our results indicate that only ρly introduces a noticeable change
in our scaling relation bias, on the order of the bias itself, and we add this as an additional systematic uncertainty to
our results.
We present the final corrections to the scaling relations for the effects described in this appendix in Table 7. These
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results indicate that the measured departure of the Y2500–M2500 relation from self-similarity is not due to selection
effects for clusters following a conventional mass function predicted by the standard cosmological model. The change
in the TX–M500 relation is also negligible. We measure a large selection bias in the Lx–M500 relation, as expected,
since most of the clusters in our sample were initially discovered based on luminosity measurements and the true
Lx–M500 relation has a large amount of intrinsic scatter.
Our results indicate β
y|m
1 to be biased steeper by a little less than 1σ of the statistical uncertainty of the measured
uncorrected relation parameter. Furthermore, the scaling relation bias due to selection effects is more noticeable for
the less massive clusters than for the more massive clusters. The selection bias for the β
y|m
0 value is almost entirely
due to our choice of normalization and is inversely correlated with the β
y|m
1 value.
The small selection bias for the Y2500–M2500 relation arises for two main reasons. First, the low intrinsic scatter
of the YSZ signal with fixed cluster mass reduces the overall level of Eddington bias. Second, although the BOXSZ
Lx-M500 scaling relation is significantly affected by selection bias, the small expected correlation in the intrinsic scatter
between the luminosity and the SZE, at fixed mass, ensures very small cross-over selection effects from luminosity to
SZE (Allen et al. 2011). Finally, lower mass clusters generally received longer integration times, so the introduction of
a Malmquist bias due to a hard flux cut-off (such as with a survey of uniform depth) does not apply for the BOXSZ
scaling relations.
Since we directly sample our Y2500 and M2500 noise realizations, any non-Gaussianities and correlations in the
measurement noise are included in the mock samples, and any regression biases thus induced are accounted for in
the measurements given in Table 7. We end by considering possible systematic biases due to subtleties associated
with how we apply our cluster-specific noise realizations to mock clusters as part of our assessment of the bias of
the BOXSZ scaling relations. The assumption that noise adds logarithmically is the least valid for the lowest signal-
to-noise clusters because noise realizations that generate negative y values must be dropped and small y values in a
linear-normal distribution generate a long tail in the logarithmic distribution. To assess this systematic, we drop all
clusters that have individual noise realizations that produce negative Y2500 values. The dropped clusters are: Abell 963,
Abell 1423, MACS J1720.2+3536, ZWCL 0024+17, MACS J0911.2+1746, and MS 2053.7-0449. Four of these clusters
have the lowest peak SZE S/N and are natural candidates to be dropped. MACS J1720.2+3526 and Abell 963 are less
obvious candidates to be dropped. In the case of the former, the poorness of the model fit described in the footnote
of Table 2 may be the reason that individual simBOXSZ model+noise realizations can yield a negative Y2500. In the
case of the latter, the problem may be associated with noise due to the subtraction of a bright radio galaxy near the
cluster. We repeat the selection bias analysis after dropping these six clusters, the results of which are also given
in Table 7. Going from the full sample to the reduced sample, the measured selection biases in the parameters of
the Y2500–M2500 scaling relation change by less than the systematic uncertainty of the correction factors themselves.
Therefore, we conclude that our treatment of the YSZ noise realizations to characterize the scaling relation parameter
bias is adequate.
E. TOTAL MASS ESTIMATES
The method used to estimate total cluster masses has a direct impact on the measured scaling relations. Here we
review the motivation for our approach and comment on the impact of potential systematics.
As described in Section 3, we determine M2500 from gas mass profiles measured with Chandra and a model for the
gas mass fraction. The fgas model that we adopt is based on the measurements of Allen08, who provide fgas,2500 mea-
surements for a large sample of 42 clusters that is well matched in mass and redshift to our own. Figure E.4 shows
fgas values for these clusters, binned in mass (black points), as a function of M2500. The Allen08 data are consistent
with a constant value (gray horizontal band) and span a range in mass that contains all but two of the BOXSZ
clusters; as demonstrated in Section 6.1, these two clusters do not strongly influence our scaling relations. Also shown
in Figure E.4 are fgas,2500 measurements for individual clusters from V06 (red points). These data too are consistent
with a constant value of fgas over the mass range most relevant for the BOXSZ analysis, although they show a lower
value of fgas at smaller masses. Sun et al. (2009), primarily using galaxy groups at lower masses than our sample, also
observe an increasing trend of fgas with Mtot (see also Pratt et al. 2009). These results can be reconciled with the
Allen08 results by an fgas–Mtot relation which generally increases with mass but flattens at the high masses probed
by the bulk of the Allen08 and BOXSZ samples. Stanek et al. (2010) report such a flattening in the Millennium Gas
simulations, and a flattening may also be present in the simulations of Sembolini et al. (2013, blue points in Figure
E.4). Note that both of these simulations include CSF but not AGN feedback, which is potentially important within
r2500.
While there are still significant uncertainties in modeling the gas physics of galaxy clusters (as is evident from
the diversity of simulation predictions), differences between the observational studies discussed above may also have
contributions from systematic errors in calibration. In particular, a temperature-dependent disagreement between
temperatures measured with the Chandra ACIS, XMM PN, and XMM MOS detectors is now well documented (e.g.,
Nevalainen et al. 2010; Tsujimoto et al. 2011; Mahdavi et al. 2013; Schellenberger et al. 2014). At least two of these
instruments must be systematically biased as a function of temperature, which would result in a mass-dependent bias in
HSE mass estimates. Such a bias would straightforwardly alter the slope measured in any scaling relation analysis that
ultimately relies on HSE masses. While masses derived from gravitational lensing would circumvent this issue, current
samples either exclude the region . r2500 from their analysis (e.g., the WtG analysis presented in Applegate et al.
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Figure E.4. Measured and simulated values of fgas as a function of M2500. Histogram: M2500 distribution of the BOXSZ (green), Allen08
(black, labeled A08), and S13 (blue) clusters. Black points: binned Allen08 fgas,2500 measurements. The gray region is the best-fit constant
fgas,2500 value from Allen08 with ±1σ measurement uncertainty. Red points: individual fgas,500 measurements from V06,a shifted upward
by 0.02 to account for an overall calibration shift between V06 and Allen08 (see V06). Red dotted line: V09 best-fit scaling relation,
based primarily on the V06 data. Blue dotted line: Sembolini et al. (2013, S13) best-fit scaling relation to their CSF simulations. Blue
points: binned simulated clusters from S13. The S13 best-fit scaling relation and binned data points are shifted upwards by 0.01 to provide
consistency with the other data sets. The mass binning for the Allen08 data is the same in both plots, and similarly for the S13 simulations.
The dashed black line is the steepest fgas model (Equation E1) considered in Appendix E.
aRegarding the outlier at M2500= 3.35 × 1014M, V06 point out that the fgas value for this cluster (Abell 2390) should be treated
with caution. This is due to the presence of large cavities in the intracluster medium near the cluster center, which could result in an
underestimate of the mass (overestimate of fgas). This disturbed region is down-weighted in the Allen08 analysis, and their measured fgas
value for Abell 2390 is in agreement with other clusters of similar mass.
2014), or are not yet large enough to precisely constrain scaling relation slopes (e.g., the CLASH WL+strong-lensing
samples; Merten et al. 2014).
We explore how a dependence of fgas on mass would affect our YSZ–Mtot scaling relation measurements by adopting
a power-law relation between fgas and mass,
fgas,2500 = f0
(
M2500
6× 1014M
)α
, (E1)
where f0 is a constant. Values of α in the literature range from approximately 0.0 to 0.2, with the larger values
measured from samples extending to significantly lower masses than BOXSZ, as noted above and plotted in Figure
E.4. This range is also commensurate with the correction required to forge agreement between temperatures measured
by XMM and Chandra (Rozo et al. 2014; Schellenberger et al. 2014). We would like to use Equation E1 to generate
new M2500 values for various values of α. However, since our aperture of integration, r2500, is a function of M2500,
ideally, we would repeat our analysis and measure Mgas,2500 and Y2500 directly from the observed X-ray and SZE maps,
respectively. Such a process would include using the proposed fgas,2500 to generate new r2500, Mgas,2500, and M2500
values from the X-ray data. We would then integrate our SZE maps using these new r2500 values to calculate new
Y2500 values and uncertainties. Different r2500 and Mtot values would further affect our selection bias estimates and
the SZE signal offsets calculated for individual clusters.
For the purposes of this analysis, we approximate the above process as follows. Using the method described in Rozo
et al. (2014) that accounts for the role of fgas in determining r2500, we scale our fiducial Y2500 and M2500 values using
the fgas model of Equation E1, fixing f0 = 0.1104, and varying α between 0.0 and 0.2:
M2500,α 6=0
M2500,α=0
=
(
fgas,2500,α=0
fgas,2500,α6=0
)1.67
, (E2)
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Figure E.5. The dependence of our Y2500–M2500 scaling relation parameters on the assumed power-law scaling of fgas with M2500, with
fgas∝ Mα2500 (see Equation E1). The black solid curves indicate the best-fit parameters for the BOXSZ sample data, the blue dot-dashed
lines indicate our analytical predictions, and the grey bands indicate the 68% fluctuation band as determined from the mock samples. The
method by which we calculate all of these values is described in the text. The scaling relations for the BOXSZ sample data are corrected
for biases induced by selection effects and regression biases.
Y2500,α 6=0
Y2500,α=0
=
(
M2500,α 6=0
M2500,α=0
)0.27
=
(
fgas,2500,α=0
fgas,2500,α 6=0
)0.45
. (E3)
We fit new Y2500–M2500 scaling relations using the newly obtained values, adopting the same Y2500 and M2500 loga-
rithmic noise estimates and the selection bias corrections of our fiducial analysis (Table 7). Using our fiducial scaling
relation, we obtain an analytical prediction for the alternative fgas model scaling relations by inserting Equations E2
and E3 into Equation 15 (shown in blue in Figure E.5). Since fgas models with α 6= 0 alter the range of both the
M2500 and Y2500 values, the regression bias varies as a function of α, causing our results to depart from the simple
analytical prediction. To correct for these new regression biases, we create mock samples in a manner identical to
that used in Section 6.1. As with the true BOXSZ sample data, we scale the mock Y2500 and M2500 values to the
alternative fgas model using Equations E2 and E3. We then measure the median best-fitting Y2500–M2500 scaling
relations from the scaled mock samples and subtract from it the analytical prediction to obtain the additional α 6= 0
regression bias, which we then use to correct the α 6= 0 BOXSZ scaling relations. The corrected BOXSZ scaling
relation parameters are given by the solid black lines in Figure E.5. Finally, we use the 68% fluctuation region about
the median of the scaling relation fits to the scaled mock cluster samples to define a band indicating the expected
fluctuations around the analytical prediction (shown in gray in Figure E.5). The behavior of the data is consistent
with the analytical prediction given these expected fluctuations. Figure E.5 shows that, as expected, α > 0 makes
the slope of the measured Y2500–M2500 scaling relation steeper, reduces the value of the intercept, and has no effect
on the intrinsic scatter. Values of α & 0.2 would need to be invoked to obtain consistency with typical values of the
YSZ–Mtot slope found in simulations (Fabjan et al. 2011; Sembolini et al. 2013) and other observations (P11, A11).
Such a high value of α would, however, be in disagreement with the fgas results in our mass range from Allen08
(α = 0.005 ± 0.058). Therefore, invoking a non-constant fgas,2500–M2500 relation in our mass range does not fully
resolve these discrepancies.
Regarding the observational studies that obtain significantly steeper YSZ–Mtot slopes than our analysis, it is worth
noting that the X-ray scaling relations used to provide mass proxies in each case nominally include a mass dependence
of fgas, α > 0. As demonstrated above, some disagreement in the observed YSZ–Mtot slope is therefore expected.
Following our discussion above, the value of α implied by an X-ray study is likely to depend on the distribution of
masses in the data set relative to the flattening in Figure E.4 as well as the telescope employed (XMM vs. Chandra)
and perhaps finer details of the data reduction and fitting procedure. While we cannot fully resolve these questions
here, they certainly motivate a detailed and careful study of the cluster scaling relations, beyond the simple power-law
form, over a wide mass range.
F. THUMBNAILS
This section includes thumbnails of the 14′×14′ S/N images and the 10′×10′ deconvolved images for all 45 clusters
in the BOXSZ sample.
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Figure F.6. Thumbnails showing the S/N per beam in the processed SZE images for all 45 BOXSZ clusters. The images are 14′×14′ in
size. The color scale is linear from S/N of −4 to S/N of +2 to allow an accurate visualization of the noise and low S/N SZE decrements,
and the color scale is quasi-logarithmic at lower and higher S/N values. This logarithmic scale is required due to the large dynamic range
of some images due to significant SZE decrements and/or bright point sources. Note that the point sources are subtracted from the data
prior to any estimation of Y2500. In this figure, we mask regions beyond 7′ in radius due to low integration times at the corners of our
maps.
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Figure F.7. 10′×10′ deconvolved SZE images for all 45 BOXSZ clusters. We obtain Y2500 from these images by integrating within the
region enclosed by the dashed red line (r2500) centered on the X-ray centroid (small black circle). The best-fit SZE centroid is indicated
with a 1′-wide red cross. Due to the linear color scale, which extends to include the brightest clusters in the sample, the contrast for some
clusters appears low even though they are detected at high significance.
